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Co-op program improves students' job prospects
Rv Nat Parioet
ByNatPadget
Associate Editor
Experience is a valuable commodity in
today's job search. Many college students
receive a degree in their major fields, only
to find that their prospective employers
are more impressed with work experience
than college degrees. Fortunately, there is
a happy medium available to Clemson
students. This medium is the cooperative
education program.
"Cooperative education started in 1906,
when a professor named Herman Snyder
felt his students were lacking in preparation," explains Jack Selter, head of the
cooperative education program at Clemson. "He felt that they were missing work
experience." Selter aids students in finding jobs relating to their majors, and to
gain experience from during their college
careers. Students rotate work and school
on a semester basis.
"Co-op is a compliment to a student's
formal education, whereby he or she can
participate in planned, progressive, professional work experiences that are
career-related." Selter feels that co-op is
better than other work-study programs
because it is more professional. "Workstudy students might be doing anything
from pushing a broom to filing papers,
whatever the employer wants them to do."
The co-op program is now included in
seven colleges at Clemson University.
"Right now we have 105 active co-op
members, and we have 18 pending graduation," stated Selter.
The placement rate among co-op
students is high. "We are at about 80 per
cent placement right now, which is pretty
good," Selter said. "The beauty of co-op is
that once a student has worked with an
employer for three semesters (which is the
minimum requirement), the employer
sees a real benefit in retaining that person
because he or she already knows about
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company policy, and already knows what
the work environment will be.
"It is much more economical for them to
retain the student as a full-time, professional employee, rather than go out and
hire a graduate with no work experience
and have to go through that training program and orientation program all over
again."
Selter said that the co-op program actually helps the student with his studies.
"We have seen many students come into
the co-op program with grade point
averages of 2.5, 2.4, 2.3, and after their
first work experience make 2.9, 3.0, or a
3.1. And that trend continues right on
through." Selter sees the motivation factor
of the work experience, applied to the fundamentals learned in school, as the reason
for the up-swing in grades among co-op
students. "This is certainly an advantage
to a student. There is a reason why you are
studying something."
The co-op program at Clemson plans to
educate students, administration and
faculty to the advantages of the program.
"We are going to do this in a number of
ways, but I have found that if you let the
people who have been on co-op
assignments do the sales pitch, they do a
superior job because they have been there.
I am going to support their efforts with
literature and an audiovisual presentation
we are preparing now.''
The pay scale for co-op students ranges
from $750 to $950 a month, depending on
the number of credit hours earned, and
previous work experience.
According to Selter, the co-op program
is growing at Clemson. "It is growing both
at Clemson and nationwide. In 1973, the
first co-ops went out on work assignments.
There were 19 students with 16 companies.
Today, we have 105 students with 44 companies. So you can see we are moving forward, and we plan to have around 200 co-

FOR FAST FREE
DELIVERY

ops oy next summer.' seuer saw tnat tne
nationwide co-op program now includes
3,000 schools with over 200,000 students involved. "And that number will supposedly
grow to one million by 1980," Selter commented.
To enter the co-op program, a student
must have completed 30 semester hours,
have at least a 2.0 GPR, and must be willing to work at least three semesters on a
rotating basis with school. "The higher
your grade-point ratio, the better chance
you have of getting the job you want," explains Selter. "This fall I placed 49
students in work assignments. If I had had
the students, I could have placed 90 of
them in jobs. We have many, many more
jobs than students.
"The task before us right now is to inform the campus, and thus, hopefully, gain
more students," Selter stated. The
cooperative education office is located on
the eighth floor above the loggia. It offers
to students a chance to get a much needed
commodity—experience.
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Michelin to offer $2,000
grant for study in France
Michelin Tire Corp. will be offering a
grant for under-graduate study in France
for the 1977-78 academic year.
Michelin has agreed to give $2,000 a year
for the next 10 years to defray the costs of a
student spending a semester studying in
France.
To be eligible for this scholarship, a student must be a rising junior or senior in
any academic field of study. He must have
been at Clemson for three semesters prior
to receiving the grant and have had 12
semester hours of French. Of these
courses, one must be a conversational
course at the 200 level or above. The student must also have a 3.0 cumulative
grade-point ratio, and must not be a native
speaker of French.
The grant must be used during the fall,
spring, or summer session of the same
year it is received.
The student receiving the grant must
take at least nine semester hours while in
France and must stay in France at least 10
weeks.

Interested students may pick up applications in 201 Strode Tower. Applications
must be returned no later than Oct. 10.
A faculty selection committee will consider applicants on the basis of language
skills, general scholastic aptitude and
relevance of their proposed study programs.
The recipient will be announced by midNovember.

Clemson student
killed in accident
Mack Randall Hayes, a 22-year-old
Clemson student, died Saturday, Sept. 3, at
11:25 p.m. from injuries received in a car
accident on East Beach Road. Hayes' 1961
white Chevy went out of control and hit a
pick-up truck Aug. 27, at approximately
7:30 p.m. Ronald Leonard, a passenger in
the truck, was treated and released at the
scene.

University Square — 302 Seneca Rd, Clemson, S.C.
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PIZZAS-SUBS
-SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA
CALL

CHANELO'S
654-6990
DINE INCARRYOUT-DELIVERY
CUSTOM FRAMING. DRY MOUNTING. AND MATTING
ALUMINUM FRAME KITS IN 12 COLORS
DIPLOMA AND CERTIFICATE FRAMES
plus
MACRAME SUPPLIES AND ROOM ACCESSORIES

CLEMSON VARIETY AND FRAME SHOP
downtown 654-1723
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Now serving...
the best pizzas in town!
Free, on-campus
delivery!
Call 654-6095
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Student government outlines goals for new year
Dv Thorn
lliAm TOUIAV
By
Taylor
Editor

...L_*I

An extension of library operating hours
nd an entire revision of the University
traffic code headline a list of "goals" set
by student body president Mike Baxley for
he 1977-78 school year.
"Student government is going to take a
eal 'activist' approach this year," comnented Baxley. "We are very optimistic
._ t our abilities because we are finally
noving in one concerted effort."
Other "goals" listed by Baxley included
■the opening of the student bank on Friday
■afternoon, the equalization of rule enforcebient by resident assistants, an investigation into the "general fund" of the Univery and the opening of a coed dorm.

Shuttle bus coordinator Mike Dunham
has announced that the student
government-sponsored shuttle buses have
begun rolling again. The buses, one on east
campus and one on West campus, will
operate Monday through Thursday from 9
p.m. until midnight, carrying riders from
the resident parking lots to their dorms.

'Even though there are still several peo[ple on campus who are against coed
[dorms, it is our position to support them,"
[said Baxley. "We've gotten lots of inI formation from other schools which have
[them, and all report few, if any, inIcidents." I see no reason why Clemson
should not have them if that's what the
{students want."

■

»__

whether we're doing our job or not." The
first newsletter, which will oe distributed
to every dorm room on campus and
available to commuters in the loggia and
in the library student lounge, will also contain the results of a "photo-survey" conducted by the communications staff. A
questionnaire for students will be included
so that "we can begin to get more student
input," says Newman.

On Sunday night, the shuttle buses will run
from 10 p.m. until midnight. Dunham
predicted that "the buses will be fast and
efficient, making rounds at least every 10
minutes."
Student government will be sponsoring
Student Organization Night Sept. 13, from
4 until 7 p.m. on the lawn in front of the loggia. Ed Johnson, student body vice president, predicts that this year "will be bigger and better than ever."
Johnson urges "all students, especially
freshmen and transfers, to come out and
take a look at the organizations and clubs
Clemson has to offer.''
Any club or organization which would
like to reserve a booth may do so by calling
student government at 2195.
BAXLEY

photo by touhnin

Collegiate Civitans win international honor

As part of the "new feeling" within student government, communications chairnan Mike Newman plans for the first of
Ithree fall issues of the student government
[newsletter to be available Wednesday,
|Sept. 14.
"This newsletter isn't going to be like the
biased ones of the past," commented
TCewman. "We've got a new style, a new
ormat, and lots of good, objective reporting. We're going to give the students
straight news from student government
fend let them make up their own minds on

The Clemson Collegiate Civitan Club
won the Most Outstanding Collegiate
Civitan Club International Award for the
1976-77 year.
Charlie C. Baker, president-elect of
Civitan International, will be at Clemson
to present this award Sept. 20.
According to Skip Armstrong, this
year's local president, the award was
judged on campus and community projects, participation in district projects,
and contributions to school.
Clemson was chosen recipient of the
award at an international convention held
last month in New Orleans. The club was
judged with other Collegiate Civitan Clubs
from all regions in the U.S., Canada, Germany, and from other countries in Europe.
"We try to do one major project a
month," Armstrong said. Last year, some
of these projects included a Halloween

Announcing
Something
Worth
Announcing.

party for the children at the Shriners
Hospital, a Valentine's party for the handicapped children from Whitten Village
and a dance in association with the Clemson Retardation Society.
The Clemson Collegiate Civitan Club
was organized during the spring semester
of 1976. "The prime instigator of starting
the club at Clemson was Beverly Pepple.
She got people interested," Armstrong
said.
About the organization of the club, Armstrong said, "We really got the ball rolling

for Collegiate Clubs in South Carolina."
According to Armstrong, the Civitan
Club is a service club for the community
and the students. "It's not a social club,"
Armstrong said. "You get rewards
through friendships and the satisfaction of
helping other people."
Armstrong said that those interested in
joining the Clemson Collegiate Civitan
Club should come by the booth, which will
be set up on Organization Day. "We want
as many members as possible," he said.

All Day Banking
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Adventurous
Companion

Tuesday, Sept. 13

STUDENT
ORGANIZATION
NIGHT
4-7 pm

MweUsa ^tto^andT' Version 0f the best-se,ling. «»«* imitated speaker in the country, you might
So then. Here we have (and you can too) the New Advent Loudspeaker.
rp=n!l0rl,gin?2 AdVent became a best-seller by offering the full ten octaves of audible frequency
esponse (with unsurpassed clarity, musical balance, and natural, unexaggerated overall sound) for
a traction of the previous going price.
The New Advent has the same overall kind of sound (for the same kind of price), but with more
' gn-irequency output to take advantage of recent improvements in recordings and broadcasts The
Hterence tenit gigantic (there wasn't that much room for more), but it's definitely there for the hear
m0re lustre t0 the best in records ta
w
. Pes and FM broadcasts.
we offer The New Advent in systems starting at $635.00. And if you want to replace your speakers
we 11 give you the best trade-in value we possibly can.
- ■ '
So come hear something worth hearing. It puts cost-no-object sound within reach and reason.
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on the Anderson Highway

On The Lawn In Front
Of The Loggia

Refreshments
Rain date: Wed., Sept. 14
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viewpoint
Letters

Withdrawal time

Save
the trees

for banker Lance

Many students frequently passing through the front doors of the
Student Union are aware of the
row of thirteen magnolias. Only a
few, however, remember the
fight to save these trees when
their removal was proposed for
the construction of the new union.
Sadly, it still seems inevitable
that these majestic trees are
destined for an untimely death by
the university. Two appear
diseased and have lost the majority of their leaves, and
although the others appear in better condition, they are poor examples of healthy magnolias. For
a university having nationally
recognized departments of
forestry and horticulture, the
deplorable plight of these trees is
inexcusable. Surely these departments could be better utilized in
an effort to perpetuate these
trees. I feel that lack of concern
for the preservation of these trees
is just as outrageous as sudden
unnecessary removal.

The name Bert Lance has been in the news lately,
and for good reason. Lance holds the powerful office
of budget director in the Carter administration, and
has been the subject of a probe by the Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee. This
committee, headed by Senator William Proxmire
(the only Senator to block Lance's nomination by acclamation in January), is looking into some questionable financial affairs Lance participated in while
he was the president of the National Bank of Georgia.
Lance has been accused of improperly using the
bank's correspondent accounts to receive large loans
from other banks. He has further been accused of
overdrawing his bank account by as much as $100,000.
So far, the Senate investigating committee has found
several "questionable acts" performed by Lance, but
nothing that could be termed illegal. But illegality is
not the point in this case.
It seems obvious that Lance has not been completely above board. Because of this, many people, including journalists, economists, and Congressmen,
are calling for Lance's job. Washington has been
under fire by the public for scandal for too many
years, and people who are concerned about the image
of our national government are not going to stand for
anything less than perfection in the actions of those in
office. And this is the way it should be.
An office of such great responsibility as the office of
budget director demands an individual whom the nation can trust fully. Not only must the holder of this office be trustworthy, but he must also have the appearance of being trustworthy. Without this appearance of credibility, the budget director cannot
act effectively. Guilty or not, Bert Lance has lost his
credibility, and thus, his effectiveness.
President Carter has stood behind Lance all
through the investigations, and has even taken the
liberty to publicly endorse Lance. This act may prove
to be a mistake by Carter, as more and more people
call for the budget director's resignation.
It is time for Carter and Lance to acknowledge that
the time has come for the budget director to step
down. There is no way that Lance will ever regain
what he has lost in the eyes of the public. For Lance to
stay and fight would just lengthen the Senate committee's work, cause ill feelings in Congress, and hurt the
credibility of the Carter administration—an administration which vowed to have a government that
would not keep the nation in doubt. It is safe to say
that the nation is in doubt about Bert Lance. Publications that backed him before, such as the Wall Street
Journal and Business Week, have changed their
minds and have decided what should have been decided a long time ago. Bert Lance must go.

Utters Nicy
The Tiger welcomes letters from students, faculty and
staff. Letters submitted should be with a 65-space line and triple spaced and a maximum of 250 words. No letters bearing
pen names will be printed. All letters must be signed by the
author. Any questions, call 2150.
—

I questioned a forestry professor about the situation. He explained-that by the time a tree
shows extensive top damage,
such as the two by the loggia, the
root system is already damaged
beyond repair. He further explained that the physical plant is
in charge of maintenance of the
campus trees, but proper consideration and attention is often
overridden by other considerations during construction.
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the record

"I just wanted to make sure the rumors I've heard
about a Tiger reporter going to Louisiana aren't
true."
-UniversityLegal Counsel Joseph McDevitt
inquiring about the Tiger's investigation of an alleged
interstate prostitution ring.
"If 20 freshmen end up living in temporary housing,
it's worth the extra $60,000 Clemson receives from the
state." -Director of Admissions William Mattox, in .
response to questioning about temporary housing.
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"There has been unnecessary
damage and death of campus
trees by constructing retaining
walls too close to the tree, thus
severing the root system. Also,
paving and or bricking around
the tree, as well as filling quantities of dirt around the tree, suffocates the roots."
He mentioned that earlier in
the year a proposal had been submitted to the physical plant for
proper maintenance, inventory,
and consideration of the trees
about campus, but as to date no
reply has been received.
He concluded with, "This
department has an interest and is
available for suggestions and
recommendations, especially in
the planning stages of construction since it is easier to prevent
damage than to repair it. The expertise is here; we're ready, willing, and able to help, all they
have to do is call."
Isn't it about time someone quit
blundering and give the experts a
call?
Lila Wright

Our mistake
The present freshman class is
the class of 1981, not 1982, as was
reported in last week's Tiger.
Also, Allen Funt will appear on
September 14, at Tillman Hall,
not on September 4 as we
reported.
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Maryland—the king of the ACC hill this season
The Maryland football brochure sums up
the Terrapins football outlook for 1977
pretty well in one paragraph:
"The Terrapins begin their fall season at
Clemson with a record 20 game winning
streak in the Atlantic Coast Conference
and 36 lettermen, including 12 who started
in the 1977 Cotton Bowl and four who have
earned All-ACC honors."
Looking at that statement, one fact rapidly
becomes apparent; Maryland is going to
be tough. Next year may be troublesome
for the Terps, but this year is going to be
a pure pleasure for Maryland fans.
The Terrapins have been so successful in
recent years that no one seems to
remember what a shambles the program
was in when Jerry Claiborne took over. He
turned them into a national powerhouse
from a team that couldn't have sold life
preservers to passengers on the Titanic.
The Turtles have now spent the last four
post season periods in bowl games. This
drastic turn about earned Claiborne four
consecutive ACC Coach of the Year
awards, three District III Coach of the
Year, and one national Coach of the Year
award.
This year, Coach Claiborne seems to
have relaxed a little. "This fall we aren't
going to have to prove anything," he
stated. "We've finally established a winn-

ing tradition at Maryland with four consecutive bowl appearances. We've been
ranked in the top twenty for the last four
years, and were undefeated during the
regular season last fall."
Some septics will ask how Maryland
could have done much worse than 11-0 with
the schedule of creampuffs that it had on
its agenda. Richmond, Syracuse, and Cincinnati don't do a whole lot to damage
one's winning record.
The Terrapins will face the same
sacrificial schedule outside the conference, with such gridiron terrors as
Villanova waiting to be slaughtered, but
the competition from within the league
should be much tougher; perhaps tough
enough to break Maryland's 20-game
stranglehold on the ACC.
To prevent this from occurring, the
Terps return 36 lettermen, and 12 starters.
Leading the Terp offensive will be senior
Mark Manges, last year's All ACC quarterback. A senior, Manges threw for sixteen
touchdowns last year while averaging
almost four yards a carry. Manges earned
1145 yards for the Terps last year.
Working with Manges will be four
returning receivers, seniors Chuck White
and Vince Kenny, junior Dean Richards,
and sophomore Steve Kenny. The four accounted for over 110 yards per game last
year, second in the league.
Running backs are something that the
Terps won't have to worry about running
out of this fall. The Maryland roster lists
six players at that position. There are no
big names at the position like Ted Brown
or James McDougald, but there is enough
talent to suffice. Leading the mob of run-
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Adventurous
Companion

ners is Steve Atkins, a junior. Atkins ran
for 215 yards against Syracuse and 169
against Richmond. Along with the other
Terp runners, Maryland rolled up an
average of 261 yards rushing per game.
Kicking hasn't been a problem for the
Turtles in the last several years, and this
fall will be no exception. Senior Mike
Sochko picked up where Steve Mike-Mayer
left off three years ago, and he will continue to provide the Terps with excellent
field goal kicking and punting (if they ever
need it.)
The only problem that Maryland's offense will face is one which seem to be
plaguing all the ACC teams this year; the
offensive line at Maryland is not at all as
strong as it was last year. The loss of AllACC linemen Tom Schick and Ed Fulton as
well as several other starters has weakened the Terp front line somewhat.
Trying to fill the offensive voids has forced Claiborne to transplant some players
and bring in some untested talent. Center
Mike Simon is a relocated tackle, tackle
Kervin Wyatt was a guard last fall, and
Eric Seivers is a sophomore. These are the
starters; the backup players are mostly
freshmen.
The entire offensive line at Maryland,
like at Clemson, was riddled with injuries
at Spring practice.
Claiborne feels that although he may
have a weak offensive line, his defensive
line will be outstanding, "maybe even a little better than last year." He may be right.
The Terps are deep in talent in each position, with the exception of defensive
tackle.
Leading the line will be All-ACC selec-

tions Brad Carr and Larry Seder. If
anyone has any trouble remembering who
Carr is, just remember that he's usually
the guy getting up after making a tackle.
The senior averaged at least 10 tackles a
game last year, and had 26 that stopped opponents for losses or no gain.
The leading prospect for the defensive
tackle position is last year's starting guard
Ernie Salley.
Like we said earlier, Maryland is deep in
talent almost everywhere. Whether or not
they will do as well as last year and keep
the ACC at bay is a good question. One
thing for sure — anybody who wants to
take the ACC crown in 1977 is going to have
to go through the Terrapins to do it.
And the Terrapins aren't too likely to let
that happen.
Maryland 9-2
Last week an article was printed explaining an addition to the Clemson Tiger
Basketball Program consisting of a group
of young women who will assist and promote the program. At present, the
coaching staff is seeking a name for this
program during a campus wide contest
which ends September 9th. The name will
be selected Friday, September 9th, and the
winner will be announced at half-time during the Clemson-Maryland football game.
All freshmen, sophomore and junior girls
interested in participating in this group
are invited to attend an informal social in
Jervey Athletic Center on Wednesday,
September 14th, at 7:30 p.m. The functions
and principles of this group will be explained at this meeting. For further information
contact the Clemson basketball office.

HOP'S ONE STOP, INC.
(formerly Bolt's Grocery)

Highway 93, Clemson 654-5979
Compare our prices
to those of the
other fast food marts.

ge/yn5*2_
Budweiser 12 ounce can or bottle...$1.69 six pack
reg. $1.89

Old Mil 14 ounce can

$1.69 six pack
reg. $1.89

Budweiser Kegs

$32.50

CMC*'-

We have a discount case price for all brands of beer. We also sell singles.

Shop Hop's One Stop for
Groceries
Gas

Fishing Supplies

Picnic Supplies
Ice

Sale prices expire Sept. 30
,
* -

Hours:
Sun-Thurs.: 6:30-10:00
Fri.-Sat.: 6:30-12:00
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Now.
High fidelity for
the price of mediocre
IlClCIll\i K you love the sound and feeling
* of good music but thought you'd
have to settle for less, here's good news.
Now you can get a complete high fidelity
system, with separate Pioneer components, for
about the same price as one of those mediocre
all-in-one compacts you thought you'd have to buy.
The heart of the system is the new Pioneer
SX-450, quite possibly the best receiver value
ever offered. It's a perfect match for a pair of
Pioneer HPM-40 speakers, which sound loud and
clear in any normal-size room. For your records,
we recommend the Pioneer
turntable, a
professional-type belt-drive design, with
performance equal to units selling for several
times as much.
The only similarity between this system
and a mediocre one
* * —----^_ .«—«—n

is the price.
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OUR SYSTEM PRICE
REG. 694.95
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SAVE 155.00

UNIVERSITY
STEREO
Hours 10-6 Mon-Sat

654-4400
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Virginia

Cavaliers to be a durable ACC doormat
Watch out for the Virginia Cavaliers this
fall. They're big, tough and experienced.
They are a definite threat to go all the way
this year—just like the Braves are going to
take the National League west.
To say that the Cavaliers are going to
have some trouble coming up with a winning program this fall is the biggest
understatement since Noah predicted a
chance of afternoon thundershowers.
True, second-year head coach Dick
Bestwick will have 33 returnees on the
roster this fall, but remember that they
are returning from a team that would have
had a great deal of difficulty defeating
New York Life.
Bestwick, a coach with 17 years' experience, is going to have to rely on a lot of
young players going up against some
teams he'd rather not face just yet.
Following a season's opener against a
strong N.C. State, the Cavaliers journey to
Austin, Tex., to be the victims of a
Longhorn massacre. Bestwick said that
Texas was "Just the thing that we didn't
need this year."
Actually, he could have done just as well
to leave Texas out and let people fill in
their own school. It's going to be a rough
year for the Cavaliers perhaps as bad as
last year's 2-9 disaster.
A major problem that the Cavaliers will
have to overcome this fall will be the youth
of the squad. Out of those 33 players, only
seven of the starters will be seniors. In
contrast, nine sophomores are presently
listed as starters.
Youth, however, is not the worst of woes
for Virginia fans—a lot of key positions are
totally devoid of any experience at all. The
most glaring of these positions is the
quarterback slot. Last year's starter Andy
Hitt graduated, leaving no one to replace
him. His likely replacement, Russell
Henderson, injured his hand during spring
practice.
This left Bestwick with the task of selecting a quarterback from among several
underclass aspirants, none of whom has
any collegiate experience at the position.
In addition, two upperclassmen, Phil
Spencer and Wally Marcus have had some
practice at the position. Marcus, a senior,
has tried for the position for the last two
years, but each time has been foiled by a
broken arm or leg.
The rest of the offense, which managed
10 points a game last fall, will return in
slightly better condition than the quarterback spot. The Cavaliers will have some
experience in the running back positions,
despite losing all their starters. Skip
Browning and Vanderbilt transfer Paul
Izlar will probably take two of the starting
spots with the other position going to one of
several incoming freshmen. A pair of
sophomores, Tim Moon and Mike Newhall,
will take the end positions vacated by
graduates.
The only spots that will be occupied by
starting players from last year are left
guard Ric Zimmerman, right tackle Hans
Baumann, and the punter Russ Henderson. Last fall Henderson averaged over 46
yards per punt, fourth best in the nation.
He was one of the few parts of the offense
last year that worked. And the way the rest
of the Cavalier season went, it's a blessing
that they had a great punter.
The defense for Virginia is loaded with
seasoned experienced talent: experienced
at getting dragged all over the field, that
is. Last year, the Cavs gave up an average
of 410 yards a game, worst in the ACC.
Over 300 of those yards came on the
ground, also worst in the conference. In
addition, Virginia's scoring defense gave
up an average of 24.2 points a game. You
guessed it. That was the worst in the ACC
last fall.
So, for what it's worth, a lot of those
defensive players will be coming back.
Please don't ask why. Fourteen lettermen,
including eleven starters, will try to improve on last year's lackluster peri m * -u a

formance.
Two positions in the defense do seem to
be well-manned. The inside linebackers,
Sam Pfabe and Joe Turner, are both
seniors with three years of experience.
The other area is the defensive secondary
where all four positions are being held by
starters Derrick Glassper, Tony Blount,

Jay Morris, and sophomore starter Kee
Moore.
Other than that, the Cav defense appears
to be the same one that rolled over and
played dead every time someone ran the
ball. Spring practice up in Charlottesville
showed some improvement, but with the
offense getting the attention it so

Duke
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desperately needed, (total offense in '76
was worst in the conference) the defense
was forced to work on the basics. No new
defenses will be shown, a delight to any
running team the Cavaliers might face.
Coach Bestwick has stated that the team
morale is good despite the fact that his
team was a doormat last year. He quickly
learned that much of the improvements he
has in mind for the school will take some
time to accomplish. As Bestwick said,
"It's kind of hard to rebuild a program
when there's no foundation to start on."
The future may hold bright glory for
Dick Bestwick and the Cavs. He has iriade
a habit of taking football programs and
making them respectable. The future is
still a long way off, though.
Virginia and Texas is about as exciting
as Clemson and the Venezuelan Nationals.
It isn't a contest and doesn't appear to be
in the forseeable future.
But then, with Virginia, who would be?
Good luck, Cav fans—it's going to be
another long season. The ACC and tough
outside competition will keep the Cavs in
the conference cellar this year—right
down there with New York Life.
Virginia 2-9

Blue Devils to push for '77
The Duke Blue Devils are a team returning to the ACC with a little bit of good hews
and bad news; the good news is that they
no longer have the magic foot of Vince
Fusco, while the bad news is that they still
have Dunn and Hall.
Everyone, especially around Clemson,
remembers Fusco. He's that fellow that
single-handedly ruined the Tigers'
homecoming last fall by virtue of a 57 yard
field goal with no time left on the clock.
Without him, the Devils are going to have
to do more than get one first down and go
for three.
Not too many fans are as familiar with
Mike Dunn or Tom Hall, however. Last
year, Dunn, the Devil quarterback, threw
to Hall, their wide receiver, for 596
yards—tops in the league. With a combination like that, it shouldn't be too difficult
for Duke to pick up all of those first downs
that they didn't need last year.
Add up the good news and the bad news
and what do you get? Well, nobody seems
to be exactly sure, yet. Duke has a lot of
talent coming back from last fall's 5-5-1
team (13 starters), but no one is really
willing to go out on a limb about their fortunes this season.
It would probably be wise to place Duke
in that mad scramble for third with Wake,
State, and Clemson. At the start of the
year, who knows which will wind up third?
Devil coach Mike McGee, starting his
sixth year as head coach of Duke, has
nursed year after year of mediocre teams
to average records. With the exception of
1974 (s 2-8 season) the Devils have always
been 6-5, 5-6, or some other record of
mediocrity. The excellent aspects of the
Duke game, such as their traditionally
tough defense, have always been undermined by some other facet of the program
that was poor.
McGee believes that this fall may be a
year that the Devils finally put together a
team that is adequate at all positions. With
13 senior lettermen at his disposal, he'd
better hope so.
The Devil offense has one point in its
favor over the rest of the ACC. It has a
good, experienced offensive line. Although

WANTED:
Adventurous
Coropajiion

Ail-American Billy Bryan has graduated
from the center position, every other spot
on the line is filled by a returning starter.
Filling the hole left by Bryan will be cocaptain Frank DeStefano, a converted offensive tackle. Helping him shore up the
line will be possible All-ACC standout Mike
Standusky at the guard position.
The quarterback spot is filled, of course,
by Mike Dunn. Last fall, Dunn was the
fourth leading rusher in the league and the
top running quarterback. He was also second in passing, going for over 1075 yards
with an average of 8.2 yards a reception.
McGee feels that Dunn has the potential to
be ranked as one of the outstanding
quarterbacks in the area this season.
As was previously noted, Duke has some
excellent receivers, leading the ACC in
receptions, total yards, and average per
catch was All-ACC wide receiver Tom
Hall. Hall, a senior, caught 10 more passes
than his nearest opponent last fall with a
total of 45. Of these, 31 were for first
downs.
Duke is fortunate to have a good running
quarterback and a superior receiver
because they are hurting in the offensive
backfield. Having lost all of their starters
at running back, McGee has had to go with
some non-starters. The top candidate for
the first running back spot will be Mike
Barney, a three-year backup to graduate
Art Gore.
The place that the Devils will be weakest
on offensive would have to be kicker.
Fusco's graduation left no one to replace
him. In addition, four-year punter Bob
Gupp, holder of most Blue Devil punting
records, graduated as well.
A walk-on, Steve Walcott, may be able to

take up some of the slack left by Susco's
departure, but as of the beginning of fall
practice, Coach McGee was still looking
for someone who could punt consistently.
The Duke defense, once the biggest
threat of Blue Devil football is going to
have to have more consistency than did
last year's squad. Seven Duke starters will
be returning to their old positions. The
Devils are smaller than most teams on
defense, but McGee feels that this will add
to the squad's quickness.
Leading the defensive line, which has a
lot of returners, will be All-ACC linebacker
Carl McGee (no relation to the coach.)
McGee is a good possibility for AilAmerican this year. He will be joined on
the line by team co-captain Jeff Green.
Green lead the Devils in tackles last fall.
The defensive secondary will not be the
greatest in Duke history, but it should be
satisfactory with some experience. Cornerbacks Earl Cook and Dan Brooks will
lead a group that is less experienced than
McGee would like tham to be.
A defensive that may be a little suspect
at times, no punter, and what the Duke
people have called "A Blue Devil of a
Schedule" will give Coach McGee a few
more gray hairs this fall. Look for a lot of
points to be scored by both teams in a Blue
Devil contest and another average year for
Duke.
Duke 5-6
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HURDLE THE TURTLE
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Tar Heels to step forward into conference race

I The average football fan might think
■ that the Tar Heels might be in a little bit of
trouble this fall. It seemed that everybody,
EVERYBODY was lost to graduation from
■last years 9-3 team. North Carolina lost 21
Ilettermen, more than any other ACC
■school. However, it now seems that the
fHeels were merely losing all of that old
■talent to make way for the new.
| Anybody who had any visions of making
I the Heels a depleted footstool is in for a
■rude awakening. North Carolina is going to
[be tough.
r The Blueboys' head coach Bill Dooley
knows for a fact that he has the talent to be
a winner again this fall. "Even though we
lost a lot of good players on both sides of
Lhe ball from last year's team, the talent
Iwe have coming up will go a long way
(toward replacing them. Much of how well
I we do this fall will depend on how much
{leadership we can get from our remaining
[seniors.
[ "I know that we are going to miss the
I graduates, on the field and off, but I feel
I good about the team that we have now. I'm
[just a born optimist. If I'm not optimistic,
Ihow could anyone else be?"
I No matter how optimistic Dooley may
[be, he will have to go into the fall season
jwithout last year's number one offensive
[threat. AU-ACC, All America running back
[Mike Voight finally ended his domination
[of defensive lines by graduating. No longer

\

f

can Dooley depend on him to make hamburger out of the opposition's defense.
He will also be without the services of
defensive back Ronnie Johnson, defensive
end Bill Perdue, and offensive guard Craig
Funk. All were lost to graduation, and all
were All-ACC players.
Don't weep for the Heels, though. The
talent that is there will more than suffice
for another winning season. On offense,
Voight's spot will be filled by some very
capable replacements. Although it is
doubtful that they will make opposing
defenses wave white flags like Voight
could, returnees Mel Collins and Billy
Johnson are capable runners. Last fall Collins averaged 11 yards a carry in limited
action.
The Tar Heels seem to be a little more
certain of their starting quarterback spot
this fall. Matt Kupec will be back, and this
time he seems to have the position to
himself. P.J. Gay will perform the backup
duties.
The biggest problem for the Tar Heel offense, and perhaps the entire team will be

WANTED:

Adventurous
Companion

the offensive line. Last year's center,
Mark Cantrell, and tackles Mark Griffin
and Tom Burkett were drafted by the pros.
A great deal of the Carolina success or
failure along the offensive line will depend
on how well guard Mike Salzano has
recovered from injuries that hampered
him all of last season.
The Carolina kicking game is as strong
as ever. Place kicker Tom Biddle, the
highest scoring kicker in the conference,
will return, as will their average punter
Johnny Elam.
Coach Dooley may have some problems
with a few spots in the Heel defense. Lack
of depth at some points and lack of experience at others will probably reduce
Carolina's ability to contain a good passing

the

attack. The entire defensive secondary,
with the exception of safety Alan Caldwell
and corner back Bobby Cale is devoid of
experience.
The strongest point in the Tar Heel
defense will be their defensive line. Six
starters will return to their respective
positions on the line, which gave up an
average of 210 yards a game last year.
Among the most impressive will be AllACC selection Dee Hardison, a tackle, and
defensive end Ken Sheets.
The only thing to stop Carolina from having another successful year is themselves
and if the Heels are as determined to succeed as they were last year, even that
won't happen.
North Carolina 7-4
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tiger W*
sports shop
Downtown
654-1791

THE MAD ARAB ANNOUNCES:

THE OPEN BOOK

Over 200 dozen shorts In nylon, cotton, polyester, Including the famous Adidas Short.
Youth and Adult sizes $2.90 to $9.95

UNIVERSITY SQUARE MINI-MALL

Over 200 dozen T-shirts, cotton and cotton-polyester. S2.50-S3.99 Youth and Adult sizes,
as well as ladles' sizes

Paperback and hardcover bestsellers- Cliff's notes- Schaum's
outlines- Dictionaries- How-To's from Boatbuilding to XavieraRomance- Gothics- Classics- Sci-Fi and Fantasy- War games and
Poetry

Have you seen this emblem around? It Is the hottest thing on shorts, shirts. |ackets,
sweaters,

■

-OPEN BOOKS OPEN MINDSComing September 15th

The Silmarillion by J.R.R. Tolkien

pi.
The Adidas V-neck, still In good supply, boys and adult sizes $5.95
Store wide specials daily
Major Brand tennis rackets-at very competitive prices. (Head, Prince, Wilson, Rawlings, PDP, MAG, Bancroft, DONNAY, Yonex, SAM, Spaldlng)
Prices Include $9.00 credit towards stringing 111! 11! 11! 11
Vlttert, Omega, and Sportcraft Racketball rackets.
Come see the newly designed Vlttert line (we have a complete display and stock on
hand now.)
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Booters crush Catamounts
Although his team's performance "was
not as good as could be expected," head
soccer coach I. M. Ibrahim watched as the
Tigers easily took a season opener 6-0 victory over Western Carolina Sunday.
According to Ibrahim, "We are not in the
best physical condition. This was obvious
mid-way through the first half, when we
were a little lax." But in pointing to the
score, lb continued, "This is not to say we
didn't play pretty well."
Normally not one to stress individual
performances, Ibrahim broke tradition
lauding the efforts of Marwin Kamaruddin, Godwin Ogbueze, and freshman Glen
Mclntyre. "Marwin really hustled and his
two goals give credit to the unselfish play
of Godwin. Those two really complemented each other. I was really pleased."
Kamaruddin, a sophomore from Tripoli,
Lebanon, scored his first goal and the
team's second score with 11 minutes to
play in the first half. He then gave the
Tigers a 3-0 lead on his second goal with
4:15 left in that period. Both goals were
assisted by Ogbueze, a junior from Enugu,
Nigeria.
Regarding Mclntyre, a native of Pennington, N.J., Ibrahim said, "He was really
surprising. He showed a lot, especially on
two specific plays. He could be used some
in the future."
There were, of course, other standouts in
the offensive department, including Christian Nowakacha, a three-year man out of
Onitsha, Nigeria. Nowakacha gave the
Tigers a 4-0 halftime lead on an unassisted
goal with just 33 seconds to play in that '
period. He added his second goal and the
team's sixth point in the second period.
Additional scorers for Clemson were
Benedict Popoola, another Tiger veteran
out of Osogbo, Nigeria, and Taiwo Ogun-

jobi, also from Nigeria. Popoola was
credited with Clemson's first goal.
With the Cantamounts held to just one
shot on goal, Ibrahim was not given much
opportunity to evaluate the performance
of starting goalie John Bruen, a newcomer
to the Tiger program from Washington
Depot, Ct.
While Ibrahim had praise overall for the
team's effort, he stressed his concern for
the teams' inadequacies in tackling. "The
whole team tackling was poor; we made
some mistakes there. But I think that will
improve with more competition."
Ibrahim cited the absence of Obed Ariri.
Ariri, a scheduled starter for Clemson's
football team as placekicker, twisted his
ankle in practice last Saturday. Barring
further injury this Saturday, Ariri should
see action in this Sunday's soccer match.
In summarizing the outclassed Western
Carolina team, Ibrahim stated, "I think
those who saw us play them last year (the
Tigers won 13-0) would agree they are a
much improved team. I think you're going
to find a great many improved teams on
our schedule this year."
Regarding the Tigers' next foe, Florida
Tech, the head coach said, "This will be
their first match of the season, but they
were very respectable last year. They
were considered for an NCAA playoff bid
and that says a lot for a team.''
The game will be played in Clemson at 2
p.m.

"OLE" NORM'S,
INC.
Building SuppliesHardware—Sporting Goods

WELCOME STUDENTS
Come in and check with us for shelving needs, balsa
wood, chickenwire for floafs, electrical supplies, and all
your hardware and building supply needs.
Stop by our sporting goods department and see our large
line of archery equipment, tennis rackets, water skis,
and much more. Make "Ole" Norm's your one-stop shopping center.

Open Mon.-Sat. 8-6
WANTED:

At the intersection of Highway 123 & 93

Adventurous
Companion

Clemson, SC
654-1652

KA-7100
60 watts per channel, Min. RMS at
8 ohms, 20 Hz-20kHz, with no more
than 0.02% Total Harmonic
Distortion.
DC power amplifier ends phase
distortion
Dual power supplies end cross talk
distortion.

KT-7300 TUNER with KA-7100 AMPLIFIER
Reg. '575-

SALE *51500

Scve'60"

DON JONES CUSTOM STEREO, INC.

ANDERSON
2921 N. Main St.
Ph. 225-0078
Hours - Mon.-Fri.

654-4732
112 Sloan St.
Hours Mon.-Fri. 10-6 Sat. 10-5

We Service What We Sell,
And Most Other Makes Too

Other locations in Greenville, Greenwood, and Spartanburg
HIBPPMiPPPPiiiHi
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Ibrahim sees another
great soccer year
He begins calm and cautious. There are
no bold predictions, nothing about being
number one or taking the national championship. The words sound rehearsed and
vague. No, this not like the lb that has
always made a sportswriter's job easy.
"We have the makings of a good team,"
declares I.M. Ibrahim, the man who has
led Clemson to national recognition in the
sport of soccer. He speaks more like a
coach who has lost his complete starting
team from a year ago — not as one who
welcomed back 21 players, 15 of whom
were key players.
The veteran Tiger soccer coach quickly
points to recruiting as the reason for his
cautiousness. "We don't have a lot of new
players simply because of the NCAA cutbacks (in scholarships allowed "minor"
sports such as soccer). It is very difficult
to recruit now."
Even overseas, where Ibrahim has
found a great wealth of good soccer
players, the recruiting was difficult this
year. Ibrahim tried England this year and
while he came back with a goalie, the
recruiting game didn't go as easy as
critics would want to believe.
"The original goalkeeper we signed
didn't come," Ibrahim explained. "Our second choice, a forward, went through some
problems with the registration office here,
so we didn't get him, either. We lost two
recruits in one year. That is the first time
that has ever happened."
Ibrahim notes that in addition to his
recruiting problems, he has also lost the
service of six players from last year's
squad. Graduation has taken Clyde Watson, Denny Carrington, Alfred Morrison,
and Gordon Alphonso. The fifth player,
Kenny Ogwide, was dropped from the
team for disciplinary reasons, or in
Ibrahim's terms, "I chose not to renew his
scholarship." Additionally, Renee Phillips
left the team for personal reasons.
But Ibrahim's disappointment begins to
fade a little as the interview leads to those
players he did sign. "We have two new

goalies," he continued. "Although we did
not get our first choice, this is not to take
away from the goalie we did get from
England. He is good."
So is his American recruit. In fact, the
addition of Ian Barnes and John Bruen,
along with veteran Max Headley, gives
Ibrahim the best depth ever at the goalie
position. Adds Ibrahim, "The three are
fighting very hard for the starting position.
That should help produce a strong goalie
corps."
Concerning other newcomers, Ibrahim
pointed to several walk-ons including O.J.
Chukwu, of whom Ibrahim said, "lucky for
us he just happened around. He'll play a
lot." Speaking further about newcomers,
lb added, "We recruited Mike Simmons
from Sumter (S.C.). This will be a learning
year for him. He should play a lot.
"With these walk-ons and the returning
players, we have so many people out it
looks like three teams out there, Ibrahim
declares. "Thirty is the most I've ever
had. Out of that bunch we have 18 good
players who are ready to step in and play."
Thinking about the advantages of such a
situation, Ibrahim allows that the team
just might be pretty good. "If you have 18
good guys you should be able to make the
season all right. I'll predict we'll be a good
team." It doesn't appear now that the
awaited prediction is far away.
In further evaluating his roster, Ibrahim
stressed, "We don't have as many stars as
we have had in the past. But while this is
not ideal for practice, there are some
plusses in this. We should play better as a
team and I think discipline will be better.
"We have a lot of depth as well as talent
on defense, Ibrahim continues. "Defense
is going to be tough. We have seven backs,
so good depth and strength should be our
trademark."
The old Ibrahim starts creeping in as he
points to a strong defense headed by Mark
Alphonso, Douglass Scott, Damien Odoh,
Michael Gribbon, Charles Headlan and
Chukwu.

"We will be very good, no doubt about
it. We should be in the top 10."
Continuing the team evaluation, he
states, "We have four excellent midfielders in Taiwo Onojube, Benedict
Popoola, Emanuel Egede and Marqan
Kamaruddin."
On the front line Ibrahim has Obed Ariri,
Damien Ogunsuyi, Christian Nwokocha'
and Godwin Ogbueze, the Tigers' leading
scorer the last two years. "We don't have a
lot of depth there, but the talent is pretty
good. I believe the attack will be more
team-oriented. The kids' being so indoctrinated with their style in Africa has
made it difficult. But they have learned a
lot the last two years.
What slowly comes to the front is that
this year's team is going to be Drettv good
—"great," Ibrahim finally admits. "Our
schedule will not allow us to be number
one. We're not playing Howard this year.
They didn't want to come to our tournament. We won't be playing Southern IIlinois either. But we shouild maintain our

photo by Coulmin

number-one ranking in the South."
Though Howard and SIU are abser
from the '77 schedule, Ibrahim still argue
that the schedule is a tough one. "Florid
Tech, Alabama-Huntsville and Ap
palachian State are all good teams. We'I
also be playing St. Louis. Those thre
games will be an indication of the season
Ours is not a push-over schedule. We hav
our share of good games. Additionally, thi
year we don't have to play on Astro-Turf,
hate it."
As for attitude, Ibrahim is pleased. Las
year's disappointing finish in the finals a
Philadelphia has been pushed aside alon
with the second-thought and excuses. It i
here that Ibrahim finally hints a retur
trip to the finals is possible.
For the present, Ibrahim has said a
that he feels is necessary, still without o:
fering the expected prediction that th
Tigers will go all the way. The Tiger
should again be a power, and for now tha
isn't bad.

WANTED:

Adventurous
Companion
The Beansprout
Health Food Store
Celestial Seasonings
Teas & T Shirts
Save-a-Tree Canvas bags
The Original Loofas
Shakti Shoes and Boots VJ
behind Robin Hood Wool
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HAIRCUTTER'S
ETCETERA
106 College Avenue

We specialize in blow cuts
For appointment call 654-5501
> i
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Eat with us and beat inflation
TACOS (Tah-kohs) — The taco is a big favorite with our customers. I.'s a crisp fried
tortilla filled with delicious taco meat, garnished with cheddar cheese, lettuce, tomatoes,
and topped with your choice of sauce
t
TACOBURGER — The tacoburger is a South-of-the-Border version of the American hamburger. Youngsters love it! The tacoburger is served on a bun filled with taco
meat, garnished with cheddar cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, and topped with your choice of
sauce
BURRITOS (Bur-rit-tohs) — The burrito is a soft flour tortilla covered with a thin layer
of beans, taco meat, garnished with cheddar cheese, sauce, and rolled
SANCHO — The sancho is a soft flour tortilla covered with meat, garnished with'
cheddar cheese; lettuce, slices of tomato, your choice of sauce, and rolled and heated.
ENCHILADAS (En-chie-lah-dahs) — The enchilada is a rolled untried corn tortilla
filled with taco meat, garnished with cheddar cheese and enchilada sauce It is steamed
and served in a tray
TOSTADAS (Tohs-tah-dohs) — The tostada is a crisp fried com tortilla covered with
beans, garnished with cheddar cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, and topped with your choice of
sauce
SALAD — Fresh crisp lettuce topped with cheddar cheese and a slice of tomato. Your
choice of dressing. French. Italian or Romano.
TAMALES (Tah-mah-lays) — The tamale is filled with savory meat and rolled in a
commeal casing. Steamed and served hot
TAMALE PIE — A tamale pie is a tamale covered with our delicious Taco Tico chili. It
is served on a tray
TACO DINNER PLATE — Includes our delicious taco. an order of retried beans
topped with cheddar cheese, a tamale pie or enchilada, and cocktail tortillas
CRUSTOS — Crispy fried flour tortillas covered with cinnamon and sugar — a great
dessert treat, (bag)
EMPANADA (Apple Annie) — Soft flour tortilla filled with delicious apple filling, deep
fried and then covered with a tasty coating of cinnamon and sugar
TORTILLA CHIPS — Salted crisp fried tortilla chips — great for snacks and dip.
(bag)
,

Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 11:00 a.m.-12:00.
p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11:00 a.m.-l :00 a.m.
Sun. Il:00a.m.-ll:00a.m.
UNIVERSITY SQUARE
MALL
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Death Valley may seem peaceful and silent right now, but by 1:30 p.m. on Saturday, those empty seats
will be filled with Tiger fans. Clemson opens its season with ACC opponent Maryland, last year's champion. The Tigers are rated as heavy underdogs.
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Tiger offense will shine, if healthy
The Tiger offense may be one of the most
surprising in the ACC this fall—that is, if it
can stay in one piece for awhile.
In recent years, the Clemson offense has
had a tendency to become riddled with injuries. As the season wears on, more and
more experienced starters are hurt and
problems start to develop.
This year, Coach Pell and the Tigers are
hoping to keep injuries to a minimum,
while working the offensive to a maximum.
As almost everyone knows, Pell scrapped the Veer that former Coach Red
Parker was so fond of, and replaced it with
the Power I offense. The I was installed
because of its explosive possibilities.
It was also installed to take advantage of
the talents Pell saw in his team. The I
leads to more passing, which will aid in
getting the ball to outstanding receiver
Jerry Butler. With the I, many different
plays may develop from one basic formation.
Leading the Tigers in their new offense
will be the old quarterback, Steve Fuller.
Last fall, Fuller rushed for 503 yards while
passing for 835 more. His total yardage of
1349 yards was fifth highest in the conference.
Fuller is presently nursing an injured
foot, the result of a mishap during a recent
scrimmage. At present, there doesn't
seem to be any danger of his not starting
the season opener against Maryland.
Fuller, a junior this year, is joined at
quarterback by sophomore Billy Lott. Lott
has performed well during the OrangeWhite Game, where he gained over 170
yards, and during fall scrimmages.
Running Backs
Clemson has never had any problem
about getting enough running backs, and
this fall is no exception. Coach Pell has at

Jerry Butler and Warren Ratchford

his disposal no less than seven players
listed at the running back spots.
The top runner for Clemson will be Warren Ratchford. Called pound for pound one
of the finest running backs in the nation by
Pell, Ratchford ran for 676 yards last fall
and returned kicks for an additional 226
yards. He will probably start at tailback on
Saturday.
The other starter in Saturday's opener
will either be Harold Goggins or Ken
Callicutt. Goggins ran for 591 yards in 1976,
second only to Ratchford. He also scored
three touchdowns, mostly from short yardage situations. Disciplinary problems
kept him from participating in Spring
practice, but he did well enough this fall to
earn a spot.
Callicutt also missed spring practice. He
is returning to the Tiger lineup after missing a year for academic probation. As a
sophomore in 1975, Callicutt was a starting
running back.
The other runners for Clemson include
tailback Lester Brown, and fullbacks
Tracy Perry, Rich Basich and Steve Godfrey. Perry, a sophomore, would have
started the upcoming game, were it not for
some recent minor surgery on his
shoulder.
Receivers
One of Clemson's best shots at an AllACC candidate rest on wide receiver Jerry
Butler. A senior, Butler was among the nation'sl leading receivers last year. He
received 32 passes for 484 yards in 1976, for
an average of 14.7 yards per catch. He will
be joined at his split-end position by
sophomore Eric Young.
The flanker position will be blessed with
talent with three qualified players at the
position. The probable starter will be
junior Dwight Clark. Clark averaged
almost 20 yards a catch last fall.

The other contestants for the flanker spot
are both transplants from other positions.
Rick Weddington is a displaced quarterback, as is Willie Jordan. In addition, Jordan spent last fall as a free safety. He has
a slight injury keeping him out of the
game.
The tight end spot is almost totally wide
open. Those competing for the starting
spot are last year's center Trav Webb,
Mark Clifford, Anthony King and Cliff
Bray.
Offensive Line
More than any other area, this was the
one decimated by injuries both last fall
and last spring. In fact, some of the
players have been injured during the fall,
hindering their ability on Saturday.
Offensive tackle Jimmy Weeks has sustained a recent injury, as has guard Billy
Hudson. Tackle Lacy Bruley suffered a
broken foot that kept him out of spring
practice, although he seems to be in good
shape for the opener. Other assorted minor
injuries have been nagging the entire offensive line.
Starting at center for Clemson will be
Danny Jaynes. Jaynes holds the dubious
honor of being the fourth center in as many
years as Clemson. Joining him along the
front line will be Joe Bostic, Jim Wells,
Thad Allen and Steve Kenny.
One of the most improved positions on
offense is in place kicking. Soccer player
Obed Ariri has shown consistency from 40
plus yards, and if this new punter is consistent, kicking fortunes may be brighter.
Ariri suffered an injury last week, but is
expected to play. Assisting him in place
kicking will be Jimmy Russell.

Sportswriters s\
Opinion: people rarely wish to hear it
unless it coincides with their own. Opinion
is merely a statement of what one thinks
on a topic of interest, often to the indifference of everyone else.
When someone raises an opinion about
Clemson football, however, students, IPTAYs, and of course, athletes and coaches
are all interested. The interest is increased
when the opinion comes from a noted or
reputable source.
Thus far, the opinions voiced about the
1977 Tiger football program have not been
the most glowing, but they do contain some
promising statements. The Tiger presents
what some other area publications think
about Clemson football.
The Atlanta Constitution: The
Constitution printed probably the most
negative report on the Tigers in any
Southeastern newspaper. They called the
Tigers "a severe depression in the
geography of ACC football."
The Constitution went on to say that it
would be a major accomplishment for
Clemson to survive its meeting with the
Terps. Clemson has a new coach and a new
offense and besides, they lost to Maryland
last year 20-0.
The Washington Post was only slightly
kinder. It quoted Terp quarterback Mark
Manges as saying, "I have too much trouble playing against our practice defense. I
can't wait to get to work against the Clemson defense."
In-state publications were a little kinder,
but each said there was no way Clemson
could manage an above .500 season in 1977.
The consensus seemed to be that the
Tigers would wind up in about fifth place in
the ACC. This may be an improvement
over last year's seventh-place finish, but it
isn't exactly music to season ticket
holders' ears.
In fact, The Atlanta Constitution picked
the Tigers to do worse than fifth; they said
Clemson would be seventh again, dead
last, behind Virginia. This would mean
that the Tigers would have to lose to the
Cavaliers down in Death Valley for
homecoming.
The Columbia Record even went so far
as to print up a game-by-game prediction
for the entire Tiger season, as followsMaryland: a loss but a good game
Georgia: a bad loss and a bad game
Georgia Tech: a win but nothing great
Virginia: a massacre
Duke: a narrow loss
N.C. State: a wide win
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Defense key to the
Tiger success this fall
Defense is the aspect of football that
Coach Charley Pell is best acquainted
with. He served as defensive coordinator
at Virginia Tech and Clemson before taking over the head coaching job with the
Tigers.
Therefore, one might expect to see a
strong emphasis on defense in the Tiger
program this year; he'd be right, too. The
Tigers are returning eight defensive
starters to a unit that has a lot of young
talent.
The Clemson defense is what is called a
"50 defense." This means that five
linemen are along the defensive front, with
a four-man-deep secondary.
Defensive Front
The defensive line will probably be the
Tigers' greatest strength on defense this
fall. Clemson has three starters returning,
with several individuals who have logged
playing time. The only face missing from
last year is guard Nelson Wallace.
Leading the line will be defensive end
Jonathan Brooks, a junior. Brooks, along
with the opposite end Mark Heniford, hold
the outside corners of the front line.
Assisting at the end position will be Steve
Gibbs and Jeff Soowal.
On the inside of the line will be the
tackles, led by returnee Jim Stuckey.
Stuckey earned a starting berth on the line
while still just a freshman last year. Other
tackles include Jeff Mills, a junior who had
to sit out the last year with a knee injury,
Archie Reese, Toney Williams, and Ken
Weichel. Almost all of them have been
starters at one time during their career.
Linebackers
The linebacking positions are both deep
and talented. Three starters from last
year's team will be returning, and their
progress since last fall has been excellent.
Leading the group of returnees will be
Randy Scott, a standout on the 1976 Tigers.
Other returning lettermen at the left
linebacker position include Jim Goering
and Jeff Soowal.
The right linebacker spot seems to be
held down by sophomore Bubba Brown.
Sharing time with Brown at that spot will
be senior Ronnie Smith and junior George
Campbell.
The middle guard position is held by

junior Rich Tuten. Tuten holds claim to the
strongest linebacker in the ACC. He bench
pressed over 500 pounds during the summer, more than any other ACC player.
Toney Williams and Chip Pruett will help
out.
Defensive Secondary
Just as the defensive line has a lot of
depth, the defensive secondary is very
depth-shy. Graduation claimed starters
Malcolm Marler, O.J. Tyler, and Billy
Wingo, while Jordan moved to the offense.
This left the secondary without three of its
starters.
During the spring, Pell began a major
overhaul of the secondary. It has improved, although it is still unknown whether or
not it will be as strong as last year's.
The key to the secondary will be how
quickly some newcomers will be able to
become settled in their positions. The only
starter in the defensive backfield will be a
sophomore, Rex Varn.
The left halfback position will be manned by senior Roy Epps with sophomore
Rick Wyatt and J.D. Haglan in reserve.
Free safety is held by senior Brian Kier
and junior Steve Ryan.
Something new has been added in the
secondary, and someone new has been
chosen to handle it. The new position, a
strong safety spot called the Tiger, will be
held by a junior college transfer, Bubba
Rollins. Along with Rollins are junior Gary
Webb and senior John Goodloe.
Right halfback will be the responsibility
of returnee Rex Varn. Another junior college transfer, Al Latimer, as well as Zack
Mills and Tommy Gladden, will help at the
position.
The defensive squad will be seeking to
improve on its record form last year. In
1976, the Tigers gave up 235 yards per
game on the ground and 147 yards in the
air. Only Virginia and N.C. State had more
yardage given up.
Above all, Clemson will try to keep from
falling into the habit that haunted the team
throughout the entire 1976 season; play
dead in the second quarter (the Tigers
were outscored 112 to 41). If the defense
can keep the opponents close until the offense gets warmed up a lot of those nearwins from last year will be actual wins this
year.

Pell: some team
m embers outstanding
"A big order" is how new Tiger mentor
Charley Pell describes Saturday's task of
playing defending ACC champions
Maryland. His other thoughts about the
Tigers' first game? "Well, it's going to be
Maryland," Pell said, implying that he
might be a little happier if it was some
other school. "Maryland is a vey big
challenge. They are probably the best
defensive team in the nation."
About his own Tigers as they head into
their last week of practice before the
season start, Pell observed, "I see them
gaining confidence, their hitting has improved. The players are anxious to
challenge the champion. I can't think of
one day that we didn't come off the field
improved."
Citing injuries as a problem, Pell stated
that the team would forego any further
heavy workouts this week. "We can't afford anymore bumps and bruises."
On the injured list for the Tigers is Tracy
Perry, whom Pell terms as being
"definitely out" for Saturday's game. Pell
is still waiting a final decision on Steve
Kinney. Additionally, Willie Jordan, whom
Pell said "ever gets to the point he isn't in

Joe Bostic

the training room will be flanker," should
see only limited action at best this week.
Those injured recently but expected to
start include quarterback Steve Fuller and
placekicker Obed Ariri who, according to
Pell, got his first experience with contact
in football last Saturday.
While Pell said that he has been
displeased with the nagging little thing
such as the injuries to the offensive line he
has found much to be pleased with,
especially in individuals such as Rich Tuteon, Archie Reese, and Ronnie Smith. Of
Smith, Pell said, last year he had an
average year but he has come back this
year.
Additionally, Pell showed pleasure with
the depth in the linebacker, and noseguard
positions and the improvement of the
secondary.
In further reference to the Maryland
game, Pell said Warren Ratchford will
start at tailback, but will interchange
Callicutt and Lester Brown at that position. Goggins and Simms will see action at
fullback as Pell promises to "play a lot of
people", and that's about it for the game
against Maryland.
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UNION SPOTLIGHT
Meisburg & Walters
Night Club, Wednesday-Friday, $.75 admission, 8:30 each night.

the gutter
pre/ent/

Robin a Linda
WILLIAMS
/epl. 8.9.10

SHOWS

AT

9.l0«.llpm.
DOMATION 50C

Robin & Linda Williams
Gutter, Thursday-Saturday, $.50 donation, 9,
10,11 Thursday & Saturday, 11 & 12 Friday.

* Play Misty for Me
Saturday, Amphitheatre (Tillman if rain),
free, begins at dark.

* Toad the Mime
Wednesday, Sept. 13, Tillman, 8 p.m., $1.00 at
door. Special: combination tickets for Toad
and

* James Mapes (Sept. 21) can be purchased
from I nfo Desk for $1.50—

Bob Hope Search for Talent
Sept. 16 & 17. Campus talent competition to
play in "The Gutter." Winners may be
selected to compete at other campuses. National winners to be featured on TV in
February. Sign up at Union Info Desk by Friday, Sept. 16. Free.

Union News
-News,9nserv>ce ..°P^. Room^^™%£* J£
the Loggia; hours are: Tuesdays. £%■£%£ * , ^ ln ad.
poster.

Maryland Warm-Up
Bowl 3 games/$1.25
Shoes 15<t/pair
Pool$1.00/hour

Sept. 9th (Friday), midnight to 2 a.m.
Edgar's will be open with Happy Hour prices.

Bowl 2 games/$l .00
Shoes 15<t/pair
Pool$1.00/hour

Hump Day Special
Wednesday, Sept. 14th, 12noonto6:30p.m.

Don't miss this flash from the past.

We .till need someone to cho.r *• «£- * ■~-tton
Committee. Come by the Progrom Office.

_—

CUSU Travel Committee will sponsor vans to
the University of Georgia Football Game Sept.
17. Sign up at Union Information Desk. Cost is
$5.00.
—
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N.C. State

Wolf Pack lean and
hungry for a win
Don't tell anybody, especially Maryland,
but this might just be the Pack's year,'
especially if history holds true to form.
Each year that ends in a 7 has been an
omen of football fortune to N.C. State.
For example, in 1907 the Pack went 6-01; in 1927 it was 9-1; it was 7-1-2 in 1957; and
ten years ago they went 9-2, including a
trip to the Liberty Bowl.
Of course, it is going to take more than a
series of lucky sevens to put the Pack on
top this year, and second year head coach
Bo Rein knows it. He also knows that he
has perhaps the most underrated team in
the ACC. He is almost certain to finish
higher than last year's disappointing 3-7-1,
5th in the ACC season.
"We spent some time in spring practice
working on fundamentals," Rein stated,
"and it is going to pay off in the season
ahead. We'll be playing with stronger people on our starting units than we had last
year.

HERMAN SURVIVORS

"We sure did leave ourselves with a lot
of room for improvment after last year.
The teams' attitude was great during the
spring and I'd like to see it stay that way in
the fall."
There's not too much reason why team
morale shouldn't be high this season. Rein
welcomes back 41 returnees, including 17
starters. The offense, second only to
Maryland in the ACC, will return at least
one starter to each position with the exception of offensive tackle. The defense fares
even better; each position has no less than
three lettermen returning. Pack fans are
hopeful that the experience in the defense
can shore up last year's effort, which
allowed almost 400 yards a game.
On offense the first two names
associated with N.C. State are Ted Brown
and Johnny Evans. Both of them will be
back this fall. Brown, a running back,
averaged almost six yards a carry last
fall. The 5' 10" junior has already gained
more than 2000 yards and has two years of
eligibility remaining. He has been chosen
all ACC two years straight, and is being
mentioned as a possible All-American
choice.
Evans, the Pack's senior quarterback,
ranks fourth in N.C. State offensive
history. He is also an excellent punter,
finishing second in the nation last year
with a 46.1 average. Evans was also the only active player to be chosen for the ACC's
Silver anniversary football team.
Brown and Evans aren't the only Pack
players to watch for, however. The split
end positions will be held by two quick
returnees. Elijah Marshall averaged 18
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For the kind of warmth and comfort you need in cold
weather, these fabulous boots, in BVt" and 9" heights,
are insulated to 20° below zero! Rugged rawhide leather
uppers, quick and easy speed lacing, and deep-cleated
VIBRAM® soles and heels. You can depend on your
Hermans!
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Johnny Evans, Wolf Pack quarterback
yards a catch ana can run the 40 in 4.4
seconds. His counterpart, Lee Jukes, also
does the 40 in 4.4 "The other" running back
in the State offense, Rickey Adams, ran for
5.1 yards a carry last fall, while fullbacks
Billy Ray Vickers and Timmy Johnson
both accounted for over 5 yards on each
carry. The only real loss to the offense is
tight end Ricky Knowles, who graduated..
On defense, the brightest spot has to be
the end positions. The Pack have six lettermen returning there, including threeyear starter Jeff Easter. Another Bright
spot will be the cornerback area, with preseason All American Ralph Stringer
leading a handfull of experienced lettermen there. Middle guard position, held
by A.W. Jenkins will be stronger than last
fall, as will the defensive tackle spot, held
by Bubba Green. Green was chosen as the

fresnman defensive lineman of the year
last winter.
According to Rein, the biggest problem
overall for the Pack will be a lack of depth.
"We'd like to have more experience in
some positions, especially on the offensive
line. We feel that we have enough to get the
job done though. Our defense is a little
young at some positions, but the leadership from players like Stringer and Carter
should help boost those spots.''
"Our biggest strengths, of course, will
be offensive. Brown, Evans, and Marshall
will all be ready to go. If our offensive line
shapes up, they might perform even better
than last year."
All that and a year with a 7 on the end
should give the Pack a good year
N.C. State 7-4

Learn to
Prepare
Income Taxes

HARRIS
SPORTING GOODS
123 BY-PASS
SENECA. S. C. 29678
Phone (803) 882-3391

• Like to meet the public?
• Want to earn extra money?
• Work accurately with figures?
FOR FAST FREE
DELIVERY
of

PIZZAS-SUBS
-SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA
CALL

CHANELO'S
654-6990
DINE INCARRYOUT-DEUYERY

Enroll in the H & R Block Income Tax Course beginning soon in your area and learn
to prepare income taxes for yourself, your friends and as a source of income.
Job interviews available for best students. Send for free information and class
schedules today.

classes begin

I

I
I
I
i

September 14, 1977.

H&R BLOCK
phone 882-8077

101 W. Main St.
SENECA, S.C. 29678

9 am — 12 noon Wed.

1-225-6792 after hours
Please send me free information about your tax preparation course. I understand
there is no obligation.
Name _
Address
City .
State

I CLIP AMD MML TODAY

!i
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Women's fall sports

Women's field hockey, volleyball arrive
The number of varsity sports at Clemson
University reached a record number of 18
this season with the addition of two new
fall sports, volleyball and field hockey.
One unusual aspect of thse two new events
in the Tiger lineup: they are both for
women only.
Not only are the sports new to the university, the coaches in each event are
newcomers as well. In fact, neither has
had any coaching experience before taking
the reins at Clemson.
This has not prevented Gracie Lyle,
women's volleyball coach, and Joanne
Baines, mentor of field hockey, from being
optimistic about the future. "As a first
year coach," Lyle stated, "I think that
things are going pretty well. I've had to
learn some things since I came here, but
as we go along things are getting better."
Coach Baines concurs. "I'm very excited to be starting. A lack of experience,
by both me and the team, will fade as the
season gets going."
Both coaches had to overcome some difficulties in recruiting teams that had no
previous record. "We started last spring,"
Lyle noted. "We placed notices in all of the
girls' dorms asking that anyone who might
want to play to get in touch with us. Coach
Tribble (women's basketball coach) gave
us a lot of help. During orientation we
played up the program for students who
didn't know about it beforehand. As a
result we got a pretty good turnout."
"Women's field hockey was publicized
about the same way," Baines said. "We
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put up flyers, plugged the sport at orientation, and got quite a few girls to look into
the game."
The girls that did come out surprised the
coaches, not only in number but in talent.
"There were a large number of girls from
all classes who had previous experience in
field hockey," Baines stated. "We have
some trouble in scheduling a time to practice, though. A few of the girls couldn't
play because the practice time conflicted
with their school schedules."
"All in all, I'd say that out of 13 girls on
the team, 8 of them have had some
previous experience in the sport. I'm
pleased that we have that many."
Lyle feels that a increase in the popularity of high school volleyball gave her a
large number of experienced players.
"Almost everyone on the team has played
in some organization before coming to
Clemson. Many were on high school
teams. This helps us spend more time on
the fine points than the basics."
Despite the talent that both coaches
have, they will both also be facing some
strong disadvantages. The women's
volleyball team will play only three home
matches, while the field hockey team only
has two appearances in Clemson. In addition, neither team has gotten their
uniforms as of yet.
If these setbacks have been a deterrent
to the teams, the relation between their office (a small isolated room in Fike) and
the athletic offices in Jervey have aided
them. "We have received a lot of help from
the Athletic Department," stated Baines.
We've gotten just about everything we've
asked for, except our uniforms. They'll
come in time."
"We've received very good cooperation
and support from the department," Lyle
noted, "and also from the Intramural
Department. Mr. McFadden (director of

games. I can't wait to see how the year is
going to go."
Lyle shared Baines' optimism. "It's kind
of hard to say at this point how well we'll
do during the year, but I think that we
should handle the games pretty well. We
lack experience, obviously, in the collegiate ranks, but after we get a few matches behind us, we should do well against
our schedule. We have the potential to play
as well as anyone in the state right now.
With a little practice in game conditions,
we will become a poised team."

Clemson Intramurals) has really been
good to us over here.''
Both coaches are looking forward to a
successful season, if not in numbers then
in team growth and experience. "We
should be successful" Baines commented.
"Our won-lost record may not be as good
as it is going to become, but we will grow
and mature as a team. The girls are looking forward to the season as much as I am.
We aren't going to be playing any league
opponents, due to late scheduling, but we
should be competitive in most of our

Traffic policy now in effect
off. We were able to notify some, but
others never seemed to be home. We didn't
have any choice but to tow their cars."

Security officer Jack Weeden has asked
that all students who are presently using
lots that accommodate football parking
remember that they must have their
vehicles parked in another location no
later than six hours before the game.

Weeden also stated that there will be
posted notices similar to the ones that
were placed up prior to each home basketball game. These signs will warn students
of an upcoming game and tell them how
long before they have before towing of
vehicles begins.

"We have received word from the administration," Wedden stated, "that we
are not to give any warnings this year. We
are going to have to tow all of the vehicles
that are violating the traffic law away."

"This problem of cars and football has
been around for a long time, and it will probably be the same way in the future. The
best thing a student can do is to move his
car the night before the game to one of the
lots that are not restricted.

Weeden stated that he personally did not
earn any satisfaction from the towing process. "I don't like it at all. It upsets a lot of
people who wouldn't be upset in the first
place if they would just move their cars.
Besides, it gets me up early in the morning.

"Nothing would make me happier than
to come out on a day when there's a game
and see the entire lot empty. But if there's
someone out there we have to do our job."

"Last year we tried to notify people by
phone so we wouldn't have to tow their car
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VOTE
Tuesday
September 13

Polls will be open in
all dorms and at the
library from 9-5

Bring your
activities card
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Wrestling

"World's greatest wrestler" to coach at Clemson
The world's greatest wrestler is not over
seven feet tall. He does not weigh over 300
pounds, wrestle with chains, beat up the
referee, or snarl at the crowd of old ladies
who come to boo him. He does not even
speak with a foreign -accent or have a
cigar-smoking manager. He doesn't even
come from a foreign country.
The world's greatest wrestler comes
from Clemson. He is 5'-7" Wade Schalles,
the new wrestling coach at Clemson
University.

Sheiies earned the title he modestly
assumes at the World University games
held recently in Bulgaria. He defeated all
comers in his weight category in matches
thai lasted less than 90 seconds and picked
up the only gold medal among American
wrestlers.
How did Shalles end up being at Clemson,
where wrestling is not exactly the greatest
spectator sport? "Well, Mr. McLellan was
looking for a new wrestling coach for the
school," Shalles began, "so he asked a
former coach of mine at Clarion State for
some possibilities. My name was one to
come up.
"At the time, I was considering some
other schools, Auburn and South Dakota
State. When I came to Clemson and saw
the facilities, though, I made up my
mind."
The facilities at Jervey Athletic Center
were not the only things which impressed
Shalles. "I have a lot of scholarships to
work with here," Shalles noted. "Also, the
support I have received from the athletic
center and the administration have been
outstanding."
Shalles, who has wrestled collegiately at
Clarion State, a wrestling powerhous in
Pennsylvania, South Dakota, and Arizona
State, said that he would like to raise the
level of competition in the area. "Right
now, the top place for collegiate wrestling
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is improving and catching up, though.
"It used to be that when you were talking
about wrestling and you brought up the
South, people would snicker; it's not that
way anymore. I feel that the Southeast
Conference is probably'the third best conference in the United States. The Atlantic
Coast Conference is not as good, but it is
improving each year."
Clemson wrestling is not the best in the
nation right now either, and Shalles knows
this. He is going to take some time before
taking on some of the wrestling
heavyweights. "We aren't going to go right
out and take on Michigan State or
Oklahoma State right away," Shalles commented. "We know that we have a lot of
building to do. The schedule this year will
be good for us without blowing either me or
my boys away.
"As we improve, which we will do, we
will start to schedule some bigger teams.
Right now, all we want to do is get
started."
Coach Wade Shalles has more than improving opposition to fight while building a
winning program at Clemson; he has to
fight a very biased view of the sport in the
South.
"Go up to someone on the street and ask
them what they think when they hear the
word 'wrestling', "Shalles stated. "Almost
every time they will reply something about
the wrestling that comes on television
every Saturday."
Professional wrestling has been a thorn
in the side of all serious amateur grapplers. The chairs tossed around the ring,
battles reminiscent of A Bridge Too Far,
and the general theatrics of All State
Wrestling are almost the opposite of collegiate wrestling.
"I have no real objections to the profes-
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The Good Earth
"Bringing people closer to the wilderness"
SALE ON LAST YEAR'S WINTER CLOTHING
10 to 20% off last year's prices.
Down vests, polarguard vests, booties, mittens 60/50 parkas
I've got to get them out of here before'the new fall clothing arrives at the new fall
prices.
Mon-Wed
10-4
University Square Mini-Mall
Thurs-Frl
10-8
Sa
Clemson. S.C.
*__
LL

As a college student with limited income you cannot afford not totafceaAwtag* £
tow priced entertainment, at FOUR PAWS we strive| top/ease WjM^™£
PAWS has the lowest beer prices in town and each Monday and Tuesday evemngs we
sell Budweiser draft below our dealer cost.
-molovees are
FOUR PAWS atmosphere is relaxing, its music Is appea''"^^^'^*£
friendly. Find out for yourself why FOUR PAWS is the logical cno/ce or
entertainment.
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sinnal wrestling,"
wrpctlincr " Shalles commented
sional
while putting the last word in quotes. "I
just wish that people would keep the proper perspective on the stuff that they see
on the television. Just value it for what it is
worth."
Shalles feels that television's coverage
of professional wrestling hurts the
amateur sport in several ways. First, he
noted that no one would come to a wrestling match if they thought that it would be
like the dramas that they see on Saturday.
His second reason was more
economical. "Professional wrestling has a
dampening influence on amateur wrestling because of the fact that amateur competition can't get any air time. This means
that we can't grow as fast as the other
sports.
"Think about it this way," Shalles continued. "Why did football grow so much?
Because kids could turn on their televisions anytime and see Joe Namath or
Charlie Waters or whoever their idol might
have been.
"The same was true in baseball and
basketball. All a boy had to do was turn on
the television and see Dave Cowens,
Kareem Jabbar, or someone* like that.
Since they saw them, they wanted to be
like them and those sports skyrocketed.
"But since there was already a wrestling
on television, no one wanted to put on
amateur wrestling. As a result, nobody
ever saw any of the great amateur
wrestlers, unless he became a professional. That's why wrestling hasn't gone
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sports.. It doesn't have air time and it
doesn't have money like some sports."
The difference between wrestling in the
United States and other countries is
remarkable. "There are about one million
wrestlers in organized activities in the
United States," Shalles noted. "At the
same time, there are over 30 million in the
Soviet Union. It is their national sport.

"Even the North is more responsive
than the South in amateur wrestling. In
parts of New Jersey it outdraws basketball
and football. It is just going to take a while
to erase the image that wrestling has in the
South."
Until that day comes, don't look for
Wade Shalles to be walking around with a
cane; don't look for his grapplers to don
masks and enter the arena with blackjacks
and brass knuckles. Don't even look for old
ladies sitting around the mat waving their
pocketbooks.
When things do get settled at Clemson,
what does Shalles think he will have? "We
are going to have a winning program at
Clemson within the next two years," he
predicted. This year we are shooting for
third in the ACC (the Tigers were last in.
1977), and we want to win the ACC championship when it comes to Clemson in 1979.
It's going to take a lot of work, but I think
that my boys and I are up to it."
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No Hard Sell—Just Your Best Deal
On Bicycles, Accessories, Service,
Skateboards & Plants
■&JWCAWIC
106 N. Clemson Ave.

CYCUS* &HC&
|0fe KcO£M40N /WE

654-BICY

The
Jensen Jensen
Sweepstakes
Win a new Jensen-Healey sports car complete with
Jensen car stereo
speakers and a full
stereo sound
system.

JENSEN
SOUND LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF PeMCOR INC
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Sign up at

FOUR PAWS

UNIVERSITY STEREO

University Square Mall

Student I.D/s Required for Your Protection

UNIVERSITY SQUARE

CLEMSON, S.C 29631
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Phone (803) 654-4400
Yojrkxai JENSEN oar stereo speaker dealer
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Cross-country

Track team to be improved, in ACC race
familiar name to the Clemson program —
Dean Matthews. Matthews, who has used
up his eligibility, is a student assistant for
Colson. According to Colson, Dean is

Sam Colson predicts good things for a
cross-country program that has been
characterized in the past by ACC cellar
pacers. Such an outlook makes one wonder
if the former All-American javelin thrower
might not have been speared in the head
by the weapon of his sport.

closer to the team "he's out there doing
and leading their workouts. Thus, we're
able to know what the guys are thinking
and if the workouts are successful. It's
very important to have someone on the
staff with them all the time. I believe this
to the extent that I'm out there running
with them in the morning. So if you see a

There is certainly nothing in Clemson's
history that would allow the new head
cross-country coach to be boastful. True,
there has been some fine individual talent
in Clemson's past programs but in terms
of a team, the Tigers best was last years
fourth place finisher in the ACC. And there
are only two top runners from that team
returning.
But Colson, ignoring Clemson's record,
went on the recruiting trail last year selling the program on its future. And it is exactly that, a bright future, that he came
away with via Alleghany Junior College in
Pennsylvania and Winchester High School
in Virginia. In Alleghany, he found three
junior college ail-Americans and another
teamate of equal caliber that set last year
out due to injuries. In Virginia Colson
grabbed the state two-mile champ, who
additionally is a high school All-American.
An excellent recruiting year is but one of
many new factors that will give Clemson a
different outlookin cross country, that is a
winner. But Colson agrees, "The big story
is who came in. We lost Dean Matthews —
our best runner last year. And we only
have two currently in the top nine from
last year's squad, Dave Geer and Dave
Buechler."
With regard to his three junior college
all-Americans Colson said, "All three can
run, they sure have done it before in big
competition. Initially, we went after Tim
Frye and George Stewart only, but we got
the whole bunch. It wasn't a package deal,
it just worked out that way."
Colson accurately describes their
credentials as excellent. Frye, a native of
Winchester, Virginia, placed second in last
year's junior college championships. He
and Stewart have both run five miles in the
23 minute range, which Colson calls 'flying'. Additionally Frye holds the national
junior college indoor two-mile record with

bunch of skinny guys and big out of shape
guys with them you know it's us, added the
former olympian. In fact, the change
almost eliminates any schedule at all. The
Tigers compete in just three meets outside
the ACC Championships. One of those
meets will be the first Clemson Invitational which will include Aleghany and the
Atlanta Track Club.

THE CLEMSON CROSS country team members run 100-120 miles a week.
an 8:48 timing. As for Stewart, who is also
from Winchester, Va., he placed fourth in
those same cross country finals. Jeff
Cosgrove from Hendersonville, North
Carolina, placed 12th.

chance for an ACC championship according to Colson. "All the other schools
are good, all have three or so top runner.
North Carolina has a great one-two-three
punch but not much depth. Duke and

The fourth Alleghany product, George
Vogel, is "as good as anybody (the Tigers)
have if he stays healthy" according to Colson.
Of Tim Haack, yet another Winchester
product, Colson stated. He's going to be an
outstanding runner with a little experience. As a prepster, Haack ran the
two-mile in 9:01.
Another new comer Colson is counting
on is Lennie Krichko of Sharon, Pennsylvania.
These newcomers will join Tiger veteran
Dave Geer and sophomore Dave Buechler
to give Colson "eight good runners". Those
eight runners weigh heavy in Clemson's

ourselves are the only ones with the depth.
Duke has six good runners. They are the
team to beat.
About Clemsons own prospects Colson
says, "We can't be the team to beat since
we've never won, but we're going to
remedy that situation. Barring injures,
we're going to be better than we've ever
been before."
In addition to the new success in recounting Colson points to several differences in
this year's team that will further enhance
Clemson's chance of being a winner. One
of those new changes is provided by

"We're cutting our schedule way down,"
Colson stated. "This year we'll just run or
workout through the meets. We're keying
on the ACC. So the rest of season will be
run with that in mind that means; lots of
distance work. The next several weeks
we'll be running 100-120 miles a week,
working out twice a day.
"There's even a difference in the way
we're running, he continued, "The guys
are closer in talent, at least at the top
eight." As for the younger guys such as
Charles Yawn, Pennebaker and Mark
Rogus, "the training will be such", says
Colson, "that by the time they're juniors
they will be pretty good. This is a program
that will continue to develop in the future.
Recruiting should be a little easier too.
As for the program this year Colson concludes. "We're out to win the conference."

WANTED:

Adventurous
Companion

A HEALTHY

COMBINATION
ii

It is important for us to eat the proper foods.
However, because of this fast paced world
many of us are neglecting our diet.
SUNASU was formulated with this problem
in mind, and has the ideal solution.
SUNASU's vitamin, mineral & herb formula
and HI'PROTEIN Powder is a perfectly
balanced nutritional program that will give you
and your family the confidence that good
health is yours, now and forever.
SUNASU—A truly healthy combination!

FOR FAST FREE
DELIVERY

Shed some
light on
your future

of

PIZZAS-SUBS
-SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA

After college, what will 1 do?
That's a question a lot of
young people ask themselves
these days.

CALL

CHANELO'S
654-6990
DINE INCARRYOUT-DELIVERY

SUNASU
PRODUCTS INC.

But a two-year Air Force
ROTC scholarship can help
provide the answers. Successful completion of the program
gets you an Air Force commission along with an excellent

starting salary, a challenging
job, promotion opportunities,
and a secure future with a
modern Air Force. If you have
two academic years remaining,
find out today about the twoyear
Air
Force
ROTC
Scholarship Program. It's a
great way to serve your country
and a great way to help pay for
your college education.

your independant distributor is.

MARY JAC SUMMERS
225 N. CLEMSON AVE.
CLEMSON, S.C.
Phoimsi-aMO

AirFbrceROTC
Catewax tea Crcat War «f Life
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Lacrosse
has ancient origin
By Chuck Woodhead
Special to The Tiger
Lacrosse — "A ball game played by two
teams using long handled, pouched
rackets." This is Webster's somewhat
obscure definition of a sport that became a
"hometown tradition" in most of the
Eastern United States.
To the unfamiliar spectator, the game
may appear to be complicated, exhausting, and rather physical. To those
who participate or are fans of the sport,
lacrosse carries an additional lure; it's
fun.
In reality, lacrosse is the first truly
American sport. It was originated by the
Indians of Eastern North America as a
form of intertribal competition. It was not
very far removed from open warfare.
This original game, which had no boundaries, has been replaced by a designated
size playing field and a rule book. Todav's
game incorporates the best and most exciting aspects of modern sports. Lacrosse
is a mixture of basketball's strategy and
soccer's action, liberally sprinkled with,
the contact that makes football so popular.

Despite this, and contrary to popular
belief, lacrosse players are not all a bunch
of sado-masochists. There are very few injuries sustained. However, why would
anyone in their right mind enjoy getting
body-checked and rapped on the mouth
with a fiberglass stick just to put a little
white ball in a goal?
As if this punishment isn't enough, most
lacrosse players like to practice. Once a
player gets the stick handling down, most
workouts are primarily scrimmages.

FOR FAST FREE
DELIVERY
of

One does not have to be a monster to
play lacrosse. The University of
Maryland's All-American goalie, Take
Reed, is only 5' 7" and weighs about 150
pounds.

PIZZAS-SUBS
-SPAGHETTI

Spring is traditionally the time of year
for lacrosse. Clemson, however is one of
several schools that play what is called
"fall ball." This consists of several exhibition games in preparation for the spring
season. Lacrosse in the fall is more than
mere practice. It is also kegs of beer split
with the opposition after a good game and
team meetings down at the Study Hall. As
in most sports, the main goal of lacrosse is
to have fun.

LASAGNA
CALL

CAMPUS CAMERA |

CHANELO'S

Univ. Sq. Mall

654-6990
DINE INCARRYOUT-DELIVERY

24 Hr. Processing on Color Print Film
•54-6900
I
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O^&s* CLIP THIS COUPON

Specialty Of The House Sandwiches
The Sourdough Special

Best. Pizza in Town

S!if*d roast beef and Swiss cheese piled high on a sub
'roji with lettuce, tomato, and pickle

PICK YOUR FAVORITE!

1.99

Cheese
Hamburger
Sausage
Pepperoni
Canadian Bacon
Mushroom
Green Pepper
Onion
The Super
Each Additional Topping

Reuben
Copied beef teamed with sauerkraut, Swiss cheese, and
1000 island dressing .Served on rye bread

1.99

Sourdough's Sub
Salami and ham served on a sub roll with Swiss cheese,
lettuce, and tomato
"

1.90

Sourdough's Combination
Roast beef, ham, and turkey together on your choice
of bread
With cheese - add .15 With lettuce and tomato - add .10

1-95

Sourdough's Torpedo
Hefty portions of roast beef and corned beef served hot
on a sub roll with smoked cheese, lettuce, and tomato.

.

2.20

Cheese Sandwich
Your choice of cheese and bread, served with chips and
a pickle
. ."
With lettuce and tomato - add .10

1

-65

I
4

Sizeable Salads
^^

Chef's Salad
Chunks of ham, turkey, and cheese, served on lettuce
and garnished with croutons. Your choice of French,
Thousand Island, Blue, or Italian dressing

1.90

Fresh Spinach Salad
Sliced boiled eggs and bacon bits served on a bed of
fresh spinach with Golden Caesar dressing
Available in season

1.90

Fresh Fruit Plate
Fresh fruit, in season, on cottage cheese. Topped with
crushed pineapple for a delicious treat
:

Peanut Butter And Jelly
The all time classic

12"

2.75
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.20
3.20
4.50
.50

195

Customer's Choice
Your choice of any three meats and bread .
With cheese - add .15 With lettuce and tomato - add .10

9"

1.75
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
1.95
1.95
3.00
.50

...........•••••

ft

\

4

1.90

.1

-75

Desserts
Cheesecake
Apple Pie
With Cheese - add .05

Side Order Salads
Tossed Salad
75
Potato Salad • Mild American or zesty German

Make your favorite! Your choice of meat and bread,
served hot or cold with chips and a pickle
1-65
With cheese -add .15
With lettuce and tomato - add .10
Breads
Pumpernickel
Whole Wheat
Kaiser Roll
Onion Roll
French
White
Rye

Chocolate Cake. ...
Dannon Yogurt
Assorted Flavors . .

.55

Suit - Yourself Sandwiches

Meats
Ham
Turkey
Salami
Pastrami
Roast Beef
Corned Beef

90
50

Cheeses
American
Provolone
Imported Swiss
Hickory Smoked

FREE on campus delivery 5pm-llpm
7 days a week

.50
.65

Beverages
Iced or Hot Tea .25
Hot Cocoa .30

Milk

Coffee .35

.40

Orange Juice .50

Soft Drinks
Coke, Tab, Sprite, Mr. Pibb .

.

.

small

.30

large

.40

Beer
Budweiser
Michelob

mug
mug

.
.

.
.

.50
.55

pitcher.
pitcher.

.
.

2.75
3.00

Wine
Red, White, Rose, or Sangria
glass .60
half-litre 1.60

University Square • 302 Seneca Rd.. Clemson. S.C. • Coll 654-6095

/burdough>
_/ondujioh emporium

:"•'

t •

:»
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Wake Forest

Demon Deacons to Wake up, hold their own
Wake Forest head football coach Chuck
Mills, who for years has had to come up
with witticisms, one liners, and excuses
for his Deacons while all of their opponents
chalked up an almost automatic win, may
yet have the last laugh. He finally has a
team to take notice of.
After years of being conference doormat, the Deacons have finally awakened.
"We have reached a point in our football
program where we are respected and felt
to be competitive by our opposition,"
Coach Mills stated. "We aren't going to be
a pushover for anyone this fall."
Not that the Deacs were a real patsy last
year, mind you. Were it not for some outof-the-league losses to some people that
Wake had no business playing, the Deacs
might have had their first winning season
in several years. Mills seemed to be glad
that his team is not going to have to walk
into any football's version of the Texas
Chainsaw Massacre this year.
"We're glad that we don't have to look at
our schedule and count up some sure
losses," Mills stated. "It's been kind of
tough to build a lot of confidence in a situation like that. Our past outside conference
kept us on the losing side. It doesn't seem
to be that bad this year.''
Those are comfortable words for Mills to
say. When he took his present job at Wake
five years ago, the program was in James McDouglad, AIl-ACC running back
shambles. He slowly, often painfully
league in the form of James McDougald.
(witness some of the lopsided scores his
The sophomore running back, almost
team endured) began to rebuild "the
totally overlooked after his high school
Deacons to self respect and then to outside
graduation, ran for more than 1000 yards
respect. By recruiting "decent, not super"
his first year as a Deacon. He has become
players, Mills has come up with a good
the key to the Wake offense. Therefore it is
overall team.
not overly surprising that Mills sees the ofHe has also come up with what may profense as being the most improved part of
ve to be one of the best bargains in the
his team this fall.

"We have experience at almost all of our
positions, especially at the back positions.
Our quarterback position has three possible starters. We'll probably start Mike
McGlamry (last year's staring quarterback), but Bob Haly and Ken Daly are
very talented as well."
Another strong point on the Deac offense
is their center, Larry Tearry. An All ACC

selection last year, he has been tabbed as a
preseason All American. The entire front
line should be strong, with 4 starters returning. ,
The Wake defense will provide perhaps
the biggest question make of the season.
There will be no returnees at the defensive
end, and Mills is going to have to rely on
two sophomores to take the spots vacated
by Dave LaCrosse and John Sabia.
Another weakness that Mills said was
"irreplaceable" will be the void left by
graduating on ACC defensive back Bill
Armstrong. "He's the type of player that
you just can't replace. He was a team
leader as well as a great player."
Leading what Mills called an adequate
defensive line will be All ACC linebacker
Don Cervi quard Reuben Turner, and
Tackle Steve Check. Mills felt that they
might not perform quite as well as last
year's line, and that they would be under a
lot more pressure without the foreboding
presence of Armstrong lurking in the
backfield.
In fact the entire Wake Forest football
team, including Chuck Mills will be under
pressure this year. There will be pressure
from the newly revitalized Wake fans who
want to see a winner again in Groves
Stadium this fall. There will be pressure
from the press to prove that last year's to
predictors was not a fluke. For the first
time in a long time, there is going to be
pressure from other teams who w^ft actually look toward Wake Fores'£ Sgt &
than a break on their sc!;;edUje ra**A
To a make the Deacons wm.i „th.r
have the pressure. That's why Wakei*
finally going to have a winner
Wake Forest 6-5.

THE MARINES ARE
CMING WITH THEIR
Armory
CLOSE MON.. TUE., WED.-7:00 PM
THUR.. FR1.. SAT-9:00 PM
Good through Sept. 10,1977

7

STROH'SBEER*! '
12 ounce can

MILLER

$179

1

AH-1 COBRA
HELICOPTER

12 ounce bottle

USDA CHOICE

BEEF SIDES

processed and ready for your freezer
sold hanging weight—average 200-250 lbs.

79

To tell the Student Body of
lb.

the following are good with $7.50 order or more

Duke's Mayonnaise
Red Band Flour
Dixie Crystal Sugar

49<

pint

59*
59* 5 ib. bag

5 lb. bag

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
about opportunities available to men and women — while they stay
in school and after graduation. Marine Corps career programs in —
aviation, infantry, law, artillery, data processing, telecommunications, finance, military police, just to name a few — are among the
best offered in or out of the military. Find out all the facts.when we
visit your campus

SEPT 19
(Monday)
10:00-3:00
Plata

SEPT 20-21
(Tues&Wed)
10:00-3:00
Bowman Field

SEPT 22
(Thur)
9:00 - 2:00
Plaza
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campus bulletin
Announcements
TIGERAMA 77 4- Blue Key and WSBF will again
sponser this year's Tigerama. There will be a man
datory meeting on Monday, Sept. 12 for all organizations wishing to enter the skit competition at 5:00 in
the student court room. Tryouts will be Sept. 14 and
Sept. 15, call Doug Jennings at 654-5660 for information.
Calhoun Literary Society will meet Sept. 8 & Sept.
22 at 7 p.m. in room 206 Strode Tower. Anyone Interested in writing, please attend.
The Agronomy Club is hosting a chicken BBQ
bwfore the Maryland game across from Jervey
Center. Serving starts at 10:30 a.m. and the cost is
$2.50 a plate.
Foundations of Catholic belief—a course for
Catholic students and others interested in the Catholic
faith. Monday nights, 7:30 p.m. at St. Andrew's
Church (Sloan and Edgewood). Begins Sept. 12 and
continues for 10 weeks. For more information, call
pat Hensy, 654-2711.
Catholic Students Association dinners will begin
again this coming Wednesday evening at 6 p.m. with a
spaghetti dinner at the Wesley Foundation. If you
missed the dinners last year, now is your chance.
Dollar donation.

The Clemson Chapter of Alpha Phi Omega National
Service Fraternity will be accepting pledge applications until Tuesday. Sept. 13. Any Interested student
please come by APO's table at Student Organization
Night for more Information.
There will be an organizational meeting of the
Zoology Club at 7:30 in Room 216 Long on Tuesday,
Sept. 20. New members will be welcomed. Highlights:
Film and refreshments.
Your brothers and sisters need you to help pull
them over hard times like you've had. Where will you
be? Be at Hotline when they call. If interested call 6541040,8p.m. to8a.m.
The Clemson ECKANKAR student organization
will have an information table on Bowman Field,
Tuesday, Sept. 13 from 4 to 7 at Organizations Day.
ECKANKAR is the Path of Total Awareness.

Personals
Seul-Yeah, I'm still crazy about you. Do you think I'd
write a book for anybody else. I think I'm going to
love Kentucky.
THINGS GOT YOU DOWN? Call HOTLINE at 6541040 at night between 8 and 8. Also, we need
volunteers; if you care about helping others and have
some time to spare, call and let us set up an interview.

Classifieds
For sale: turntable, elac miracord model 45
automatic turntable. Has Shure RS 70 cartridge and
dustbag with fluid. $100. Call Dave at 8268 or come by
John s tone C515
For Sale: Coral, Ivory, Jade, Malachite, Tiger Eye,
Turquoise, Mother-of-Pearl, Austrian crystal. Opal,
Camelian, copper, silver, and gold. Gems from the
earth, shells from the sea. At Lady of The Well,
Downtown Clemson.
Have room, need roommate. Am looking for a
male, non-smoker, and preferably someone to share
cooking and associated domestic duties. Room is
within easy walking distance of campus. Available
for $80 per month with $100 deposit. Bribes such as
car, better stereo accepted. Call Walter Jones 6546231.
Need some extra cash? Chanelo's needs part-time
deliverymen with car, pizza makers, sandwich
makers, and c ounter girls. Some daytime; most
nighttime. Apply in person at Chanelo's Pizza, 107
College Ave.
Lost: Silver cross on heavy sliver chain, lost between Sikes & Martin on Saturday, call Paula Cook at
6841.
Lost: A butterfly pinkie ring with turquoise and red
stones, sentimental value, if found contact Sue at 6546341.

University policy

Traffic Code changed

In accordance with regulations carried in the
Federal Register requiring Clemson University to
formulate and publicize a policy statement for Title
IX of the Education Amendments, Robert C. Edwards, president of the University, has provided the
Tiger with a copy of a memorandium to all University
students and employees.
The memorandum, which explains the procedures
established for persons wishing to review Title IX appears below:
"Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Regulation, Title 45, Part 86. of the Code of Federal
Regulations, prohibit discrimination on the basis of
sex in federally-assisted education programs and activities. Specifically, Title IX states:
"No person in the United Stales shall on the basis of
sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any education program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance....'
"No otherwise qualified handicapped Individual in
the United States... shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance."

A graduatuated parking fine system has been approved and will be implemented during the Fall semester.
Ticket violation numbers 3 through 9 will be included
under this system. These violations will not have a
dollar amount printed on the ticket; however: $2.00
fine for the 1st and 2nd tickets, $4.00 fine for the 3rd
•icket, $6.00 fine for the 4th and subsequent tickets.
Violations 1, 2, 10 and 11 will remain constant and the
dollar amount of the fine will be printed on the parking ticket.'
A billing will be mailed to those students who have
received a ticket or tickets during the week. Students
are encouraged to react to this billing Immediately so
their records may be kept up-to-date and also to clear
up any problems which may occur.
Students who receive parking tickets and wish to appeal them must do so within five (5) working days
from the date of the ticket. After five days, the student will be held responsible for the ticket! s) and will
oe required to pay the indebtedness.
Students are reminded that the 10 ticket policy is still
in effect and an accumulation of 10 parking tickets
■jaid or unpaid from August 15,1977 to August 15,1978
will result In loss of parking privileges for the remalndorof the school year (August 15,1978).

Our

CAROLINA WOMEN'S SERVICES
•fr Free Pregnancy Testing
■fr Free Abortion Referral to Confidential
Medical Facilities
■fr Pregnancy can be detected by blood
test before missing period

39th |
Y..r J
[_

PREPARE FOR:
MCAT • DAT • LSAT - GRE
GMAT - 0CAT • VAT • SAT

NMB I.TX.SE.

BOOK
CCllflR

ECFMG-FLEX-VQE
ISIAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours
Thrrr IS «• at */y*r«r» ««.•-•-•

call 256-0128

Ste/ni2ey-H.

KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL

2009 Hampton St., Columbia. S.C. 29204

CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists Since 1938
For Information Please Call:
2964 Paachtraa M.
Salt* 654
Atlanta, Ga. 3030S
262-7582
For Locations In Other Cities, Call:
TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

Center's m Major US Cities
loronto Pufilo Rico and i.uuano Switzerland

• I

BUY—SELL—TRADE
USED PAPERBACKS
ALL BOOKS Va PRICE
101 Earle St., Clemson
behind Dobson's Hardware
9:00-5:00 Monday- Friday
9:00-2:00 Saturday

The
Buckboard

BAR-B-CUE
"A FAMILY

FOR FAST FREE
DELIVERY

RESTAURANT"

of

Specializing in all type Bar-B-Cue
and Delicatessen Sandwiches

PIZZAS-SUBS
-SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA

ROUTE 123 BY-PASS
SENECA, S.C. 29678

CALL

armers Hall Tea R oom an d Restaurant

Welcome Clemson Fans
Special Breakfast or
Brunch before the
games or dinner
by candlelight after
the games

Phone
882-5353

CHANELO'S
654-6990
DINE INCARRYOUT-DELIVERY

"those
sour cream
drop biscuits
you'll never
forget."

OCONEE
TIRE CO.
404 W.N. First St.
Seneca, S.C.

The

Calhoun
Literary
Review

m

We Change
And Balance
Mag Wheels

Dine on international cuisine in an
elegant atmosphere.

Tues.-Sat. 8:30-10:30 Breakfast or Brunch
Tues.-Sat. 11:30-2:30 Lunch
Fri. & Sat. 6:30-9:30 Dinner by candlelight

is here
Copies may be picked up in the lobby
of Strode Tower Mon. - Fri., Sept. 1215.

I

$2.50-3.95
*3-95
$7.00 and up

Located on the Square in Historic Pendleton, S.C.
Phone 882-2733

L

For Reservations: Call 646-7024 Res. 654-2446

j
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Vatalaro 'throws' pottery to express himself
By Deby.Seth
Features Writer
Most students aren't aware that an extensive art department is located inside
Clemson's Architectural College. Upon finding this out, many might ask, "Why is the
department in there? "
Artist Mike Vatalaro says, "There is a
direct relationship between art and architecture, in that becoming sensitive to
the environment is essential to both. Architecture here at Clemson is wellbalanced. The art teachers are trying to
express art and all of its concerns,
developments and procedures; while the
architects are teaching architecture so
that the student has a unique kind of opportunity to have some understanding of
the fine arts."
Except for his M.F.A. (Master of Fine
Arts) students, Vatalaro is actually dealing with people who are going to be architects, not potters. He hopes to help them
by giving then the orientation of a craftsman.
Vatalaro said, "The craftsman comes to
a material, responds to the material
through a process, and arrives at some
kind of a statement that uniquely reflects
the material, the craftsman, and the way
he handles it."
The art form that Vatalaro is most involved with is pottery, although he is also
interested in ceramic sculpture, painting
and other media. To Vatalaro, working
with clay on a potters wheel, (potters refer
to this as "throwing") is an excellent way
to express himself. Clay is an extremely
responsive material, so every move, intention, confidence, or lack of confidence is
clearly defined in each piece of pottery.
Vatalaro tends to make a series of pots,
and if any pot is not visually pleasing,
doesn't have its own vitality or doesn't do
anything for him emotionally—he smashes
it.

Vatalaro explained, "I am responsible
for creating this object and it is my responsibility to destroy it if it's ugly. This is a
common practice among potters. If we
didn't smash the bad ones, quality would
not exist."
There is a distinction between ceramics
and pottery. Pottery is, in reality, a form
of ceramics, since ceramics is defined as
earth fired at a high temperature. The
ceramics of pottery is truly an art. The artist forms the clay by "throwing," or with
the hands alone to create an expression of
himself.
Exactly who is this potter? Mike
Vatalaro is a native of Akron, Ohio. He
became interested in art at an early age,
and graduated from the University of
Akron with a B.F.A. in ceramics. He felt a
need to make pottery on his own, without a
teacher, so he started his own business as
a production potter in Akron. Although he
loved his two years of self-employment,
Vatalaro recognized a new goal and direction within him; he wanted to discover the
challenge of teaching "his" art. He received his M.F.A. from the "best" graduate
school in his field, New York State College
of Ceramics at Alfred University.
Vatalaro says, "It's a real opportunity to
teach here at Clemson. I've always felt
very lucky to be able to do what I need to."
Vatalaro definitely found teaching to be
the challenge that he had wanted. He added that teaching any form of art is difficult
because the instructor must relate
abstract ideas to people of different
backgrounds and visual experiences.
Vatalaro's main concern is composed of
three steps. First, he must develop the student's awareness of his environment.
Naturally, everyone is exposed to the environment every day for it surrounds
them. But the secret of creativity lies in
keen visual experience. Second, the student must learn to interact with his
material; and finally, he must be able to
express himself through that material.

MM DOZEN
University Square Mall
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(Across From Littlejohn Coliseum)

Cakes For All Occasions
Weddings, birthdays, graduations, parties, etc. Layer
cakes and sheet cakes decorated as you want them.

Donuts Baked Fresh Daily
Raised donuts and cake do
nuts. Many varieties. Mix
a dozen of your choice for
only $1.50.

PASTRIES, COOKIES, BROWNIES, DANISH, CINNAMON
ROLLS, APPLE FRITTERS, GINGERBREAD MEN, CUP
CAKES, ETC. AVAILABLE EVERY DAY.

COFFEE, TEA, MILK, JUICE, SOFT DRINKS

HOURS
7:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Mon-Fri
7:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Saturday
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Sunday
Phone 654-6827

These three steps are presented to the
art student but it is his own individual
creativity that actually makes him "an artist." Vatalaro insists that every openminded student can do well with art work
because the ability is not an instinct that
only certain people possess. The beginning
art students, many of whom have never
even worked with clay before, formed the
clay into shoes! Each tennis shoe and
shoestring was very detailed. Vatalaro
suggests that students interested in journalism or other creative courses take this
beginning art course since it should benefit
anyone who needs or wants to increase his
creative awareness.
Vatalaro enjoys trying a variety of approaches to clay. Currently ne is into some
new bodies of work such as chimneys and
roof ventilators. When he undraped his
clay roof ventilators, Mike laughingly
stated, "Roof ventilators are the most interesting architectural design in Clemson."
f
Vatalaro is an ingenious man. He invites
everyone to drop by the art department
just to see what they've got going there. He
says, "It's wonderful."
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Roman cafes, games offered
By Sheila Perdue
Features Writer
Students are invited to visit Italy Friday,
Sept. 9, courtesy of the College of Architecture, at the second annual Two-Bit Bazaar.
The bazaar will be staged in the main courtyard of Lee Hall. Admission is 25 cents.
Thursday night the courtyard will be
transformed into five major Italian cities
— Rome, Florence, Bologna, Genoa and
Venice — with representative ' foods,
drinks and games offered.
One of the games involves a maze, a
Roman nose and a stuffed olive. If your
tastes run to donning the nose and pushing
the olive through the maze, then you won't
want to miss the Roman exhibit.
For lovers of Italian cuisine, cafes will
be set up in each section. The Florentine
cafe, Da Vinci's, will feature Cenci Alia

Vatalaro

Fiorentina (a fried pastry), gelato
(sherbet), Tulti Fruiti (a fruit salad), and
Florentine cookies.
Other dishes being offered include Pesto
Alia Genovese (green spaghetti),
zabaglione (custard) and kloches (poppyseed cookies).
Visitors are encouraged to bring T-shirts
with them. Architecture students will be
silkscreening shirts with the "A Bit More
Bazaar" logo.
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arts / entertainment
Players' Daniel Annex:
to be or not to be?
By Barbara Pinder
Features Editor
Although there are presently no plans to
construct a new auditorium to replace
Daniel Auditorium, Ray Sawyer of the
English department related that there will
be a new Daniel Hall annex that is to be
completed by the fall of 1978.
Sawyer, assistant professor of drama,
said that the new addition will house the
scene shop, where scenery is built and a
rehearsal space which will be a large area
where "we can rehearse and it will also
double as a small initimate theatre."
There will also be storage space.
This new annex will replace the present
faculty parking lot adjacent to Daniel Hall.
According to Sawyer, this year's
theatrical productions done by the Clemson Players will include a musical comedy, an American classic, a
Shakespearean play and a contemporary
production. Sawyer added, "It is an exciting, well-balanced season."
Opening on Oct. 10 at 8 p.m. in Daniel
Auditorium, "Once Upon a Mattress" will
be the comedy of the season. This production will be directed by Corinne Sawyer.
The musical will run through Oct. 15 and
will feature a Thursday matinee at 3:30
p.m.
The second on the list is "A Streetcar
Named Desire," directed by Ray Sawyer.
This American classic will run from Nov.
14-19. There will also be a Thursday
matinee at 3:30.
Harry Curtis will direct the
Shakespearean play, "As You Like It."
This Dlav will be presented from Feb. 27 to

Dealing with people's relationships and
contemporary social issues, the final production offered by the Players will be
"Hot-L Baltimore." This play, written by
Langford Wilson, will be directed by Chip
Egan. Running from April 17-22, the
Players have planned to have a Thursday
matineeat3:30p.m. also.
When asked how they decide what plays
to present, Sawyer said that in the spring
of each year, the officers of the Players
solicit suggestions after which there is an
attempt to coordinate these suggestions
with directors whom the Players request.
Sawyer added that the English department has always supplied directors for the
plays.
At the beginning of second semester,
forms are then sent out to the various
faculty members to ask them if they would
like to direct a play and if so, which one.
Finally, Sawyer stated that there is a
meeting with the directors and the players
to completely organize the season.
"This will be an exciting season that
meets everybody's taste," Sawyer concluded.
Concerning new things that are going on
in the dramatics area, Sawyer related that
there are now proposals on the table for a
dramatic arts minor.
To implement this, Sawyer said the
English department hopes to add courses
and more intensive work in the theatre.
Sawyer is also hoping to have better
course content and to apply the techniques
learned in class. Sawyer said that this idea
has been in the planning stages for nearly
two years. He added that the department
has looked into 64 universities across the
county which already have this minor.
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"The
Year's Best Movie
'Star Wars' has brought fun back to the movies and

Additionally, Sawyer said, "It is important that dramatic arts be emphasized as
an academic endeavor, rather than just as
an extracurricular activity." He wants to
provide more correlation, guidance and
application of techniques to the theatre.
This year for the first time, the
American College Theatre Festival will
come to observe and rate the second production of the players.
Representatives from the organization
will come to Clemson and judge "A Streetcar Named Desire." If they find it

glowingly demonstrated they still can make 'em
like they used to. A grand and glorious film."

this week

Time Magazine

5th Record
Breaking
Week
Longest
Playing
Movie
InClemson

Sorry-No Passes
or $1.00 Tuesdays
This Attraction
Adults $2.25
Children $1.25

FRIDAY, SEPT. 9
Coffeehouse Act: Robin & Linda Williams
Concert: Pure Prairie League, Tillman 9
p.m.
Plant Sale, Palmetto Room

SATURDAY, SEPT. 10
Football, Maryland, 1 p.m.
Amphitheater Flick, "Play Misty For Me"
(at dark)

C'977 Twnniwlh Onlury Foi

Starring

Written and Directed by

Produced by

SUNDAY, SEPT. 11
Soccer, Fla. Tech, 2 p.m.
Sunday Flick, "Lord of the Flies," YWCA,

A1£CGUINN€SS
Music by

TUESDAY, SEPT. 13
Chamber Music Series, Mark Regnier,
Daniel Aud., 8 p.m.
Organizations Day, 4-7 p.m. In front of the
loggia.
Toad the Mime, Tillman, 8 p.m.
Placement Orientation, Science Srs, 101
Kinard, 5 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 14

MARK HAMILL HARRISON FORD CARRI€ FISH€R
PCT€RCUSHING
and

suitable, they will send the actors to the
regional and maybe even to the Kennedy
Center to perform. Sawyer said, "Involvement, rather than competition, is the
keynote of this endeavor."
This association that judges college
theatrical productions "showcases the
quality and diversity of college theatre
with a view to defining production standards of American theatre."
The association also aims to support the
"aspirations of student playwrights and
performers through the various awards
and scholarships."

8 p.m.

Speakers Bureau, Allen Funt, Tillman, 8
p.m.
English Hour Lecture, Prof. Roger B.
Rollin, Strode Lounge, 8 p.m.
Edgar's: Meisburg & Walters, 8:30 p.m.

Trip to Slippery Rock, sign up at info desk

GGORGG LUCAS GARY KURTZ JOHN WILLIAMS
PANAVT5ION® PMMTsrynFIUXe* T6CHNIC010R@
PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED -ss^
I

SGME MMEHIRE MAY HOT BE SUITABLE FOR PHE IEENACERS

MONDAY, SEPT. 12
Lee Gallery, Michael Mazur Exhibit (thru
Oct. 9)
postal card exhibit (thru Sept. 25)
French film, Daniel, 7:30p.m.'
Intrmrl. cross country, tennis singles &
mixed doubles entries open
Videotape: Bouncing Britches, thru Sept.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 15
Last day to order diploma for mid-year
graduation
Edgar's: Meisburg & Walters, 8:30 p. m.
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Marching band adds color, spirit to Tigertown
Rv Jerry
r<,r«, Arp
A^
By
Special to the Tiger

The Clemson Tiger Marching Band is
very special, very unique. And its director,
Dr. Bruce Cook, is working extremely
hard to keep it that way.
Cook, who earned his Doctorate of
Musical Arts at the University of Texas in
1975, explains that the major difference in
the Tiger Band and bands from many colleges is the fact that Clemson does not offer a music major.

Start treating your
brothers and sisters like
brothers and sisters.
"You're not big enough.
You'll never make It."
One on One is the story of a kid
nobody believed in
except himself.

"Many
institutions. especially
esDeciallv Hinsp
Many institutions,
those
with large (in number) marching bands,
have a music major to attract the aspiring
musical student.
"Additionally, those schools are able to
' extend some form of financial assistance
to students who participate in the band.
Cook, who hopes to recruit approximately 60, at the least, incoming freshmen for
the Tiger Band, says his organization can
offer three premiums in lieu of monetary
rewards.
"First, the student can become part of
an organization that is well respected on
the University campus. We're spirited, active, and involved. That's what we exist
for, and a couple of years ago the Central
Spirit Committee presented us with the annual Spirit Award, signifying outstanding
spirit and participation at Clemson.
"Also, we are able to insure the incoming freshman, as well as any member of
the band, an excellent seat at all athletic
contests, both home and away. Our convenient seating location next to the portals
during football season allows us to move
from our seats to the field without obstructing the view of the fans.
"Last, I think 'Clemson Tradition' must
be mentioned. The caliber of performance
is extremely important, and down through
the years we have been very successful I
don't think that the Clemson Band can be
compared to any other band in America.
Our band members have been willing to
work hard, without scholarship aid, and I
don't think we should have to make any excuses or take a back seat to anyone."
Cook anticipates approximately 85
"veteran" band members to return from
1976-77, and that total may be supplemented by as many as 40 additional
upper-classmen.
"We, therefore, must fill the ranks with
a large freshman class," says Cook, "and
inasmuch as we would like to reach the
200-member level, we need at least 80
freshmen this fall."
For those interested freshmen, or upperclassmen, Dr. Cook suggests contacting him or another member of the
University's Music Department in Strode
Tower.
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Library improvements delayed
By Bruce Johnson
News Writer
Evoking considerable student curiosity
by its presence in the R.M. Cooper
Library, a mammoth plywood wall has
been concealing a major change on the topv
floor.
The work is the second of three phases of
post-construction modification on the
building. Schedule for completion by Sept.
11, the work has been held up by delays in
prefabrication of parts and by contractor
delays.
The present estimate as to time of completion is middle October. According to
library director J.W.G. Gourlay, returning
the displaced books to their shelves will
take another week.
The current stage of modification involves the installation of a new floor above
the current top floor of the library. This
new floor, to be called the third floor, will
be a superstructure providing additional
shelf and study space. It consists of a
metal floor of prefabricated sections on
metal supports which will also be the
second-floor shelves.

This floor will be carpeted and the
original second floor shelves will be placed
on top. Access to the floor will be via steps
on either side of the second floor reference
desk, spiral steps in the rear, or either of
the two elevators in the center of the
building.
When the work is completed, the science
and technology books will be brought from
their present location in the basement
Director Gourlay stated that this would be
done "in such a manner as to be the least
disruptive as possible" to students. The
next area of construction will be in the
basement.
The basement work will entail the installation of a "lower level" between the
ground floor and the basement. It is
scheduled to begin in November and will
take an estimated 15 months. The lower
level will be of concrete, molded in the
same fashion as the other concrete floors.
All the modification was designed into
the library in the beginning, to permit construction of a building with limited funds
and have a building which would not be so
limited. When all construction is completed, the library will have a capacity of
around 2.25 million volumes. With the current rate of expansion and the current
holdings of 650,000 volumes, capacity will
not be reached for about 45 years.
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